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Background
• Emoluments Clause to the Constitution
• Conflicts (Civil War)
• Congress reactive
• Texas Gulf Sulphur
• Civil Service Commission authorized agencies to issue        


ethics regulations
• DoD origins 1961 but values back to 1800s
• Watergate
• Ethics in Government Act
• Iran Contra
• Office of Government Ethics
• Standards of Ethical Conduct
• 5 C.F.R. part 3601 and DoD 5500.07-R (JER)  1993
• Standards are in Chapter 2 of JER







REFERENCES (4 pillars)


• 18 U.S.C. 201-209
• 5 C.F.R. part 2635
• 5 C.F.R. part 3601
• DoD 5500.07-R -


The Joint Ethics Regulation (JER)







Other Relevant References


• Ethics in Government Act of 1978
– 5 U.S.C. app. 101 et. seq.


• Executive Order 12674
– “Principles of Ethical Conduct for Government 


Officers and Employees,”  April 12, 1989







Other Relevant References


• Principles of Federal Appropriation Law 
(GAO Redbook)


• Joint Travel Regulation (JTR)







The Practical Side


• Basic Ethics Counselor Workshop 
Deskbook







Helpful Links


• Office of Government Ethics
- https://www.oge.gov/web/oge.nsf/home


• DoD Standards of Conduct Office
– https://dodsoco.ogc.osd.mil/



https://dodsoco.ogc.osd.mil/





Basic Obligations of Public Service 
Under Executive Order 12674


• Public Service is a Public Trust
– Employees have a duty to place loyalty to the 


Constitution, laws, and ethical principles 
above private gain.  5 C.F.R. 2635.101(a)


• Impartiality
– Employees shall act impartially and not give 


preferential treatment to any private 
organization or individual.  5 C.F.R. 
2635.101(b)(8)







• Gifts
– Outside 
– Subordinates


• Conflicts
• Appearance of Conflict
• Seeking Employment
• Misuse of Office or Personnel
• Teaching, Speaking, and Writing
• Disclaimer requirement in 5 C.F.R. 3601.108
• Outside Activities and Fundraising


Standards of Ethical Conduct for 
Employees of the Executive Branch      


(5 C.F.R.  Part 2635)







DoD Supplemental Standards of Ethical Conduct 
for Employees of the Department of Defense      


(5 C.F.R. part 3601)
• Seven parts


– Designates 16 separate components for purposes 
of accepting gifts from outside sources and 
governing teaching, speaking, and writing.


– Provides additional exceptions for gifts from outside 
sources such as an event sponsored by a state or 
local government or civic association (must be free 
attendance) or for scholarships received under 
certain criteria where the employee’s performance 
or lack of performance does not affect the sponsor.







DoD Supplemental (cont.)


– Adds gift limitations such as not being able to 
use the group gift if it exceeds $300 for an 
infrequent occasion and if the recipient knows 
the subordinate contributed; food, refreshment, 
and entertainment are not included in the $300 
group gift; and if a subordinate offers a gift to 
more than one donating group, then both 
groups are considered one group for purposes 
of the $300 group gift rule. 


– Limits solicitation of sales by superiors to 
subordinates.







DoD Supplemental (cont.)
– Standards for accomplishing disqualification


• In writing
• To Supervisor







DoD Supplemental (cont.)
– Prior approval for outside employment and 


business activities
• Must be financial disclosure filer
• Outside employer must be a defense contractor


– Disclaimer for Speeches and Writings 
Devoted to Agency Matters







Changing the Ethics Rules


• 5 C.F.R. part 3601, is the DoD supplemental 
regulation.  Supplementation not permitted 
without approval by the Office of 
Government Ethics.







Joint Ethics Regulation
• Created by DoD Directive 5500.07, 8/30/93, 


amended 11/29/07 and 11/17/2011
• Single, comprehensive source of guidance
• Cancels all inconsistent instructions
• Prohibits supplementation without approval from 


DoD General Counsel
• Bolded provisions are punitive


– Violation of general order punishable under       
Art. 92, UCMJ


• Change is coming







Designated Agency Ethics 
Official (DAEO) and Alternate


• Functional Authority to coordinate and 
manage the ethics program


• General Counsel is DAEO
• TJAG or Principal Deputy General Counsel is 


often the ADAEO 







Deputy DAEOs


• Designated by the General Counsel 
(DAEO)







Ethics Counselors


• Defined at JER 1-212
• Shall be an attorney
• Communications received in EC capacity 


NOT protected by attorney-client privilege







Deputy DAEO v. Ethics Counselor
• Deputy runs program, and EC assists


– Provide ethics guidance
– Training
– Ensure Financial Disclosure Reports are filed


• NOTE: (1-202 of the JER) BOTH DDAEOs 
and ECs are “Agency Designees” for 0-7+ 
in command


• Practically, no difference but check the 
delegation of authority:
– Certifying OGE Form 278?
– Granting waivers of $200 late filing fee?







Agency Designee


• First Supervisor above a GS-11
• Works with Ethics Counselor
• Agency interest in attending WAG
• Outside Activity Approval







DoD Employees (JER 1-209)
• Civilian officer or employee (including NAFI)
• Active Duty (AD) regular or reserve officers 


including warrant officers
• Active Duty enlisted
• Reserve member (AD, Title 10 status, or 


performing any reserve function)
• Student of any DoD academy, college, 


university, or school
• Foreign nationals working for DoD when 


consistent with agreements







Application of Ethics Rules        
to Enlisted and UCMJ


Application to Enlisted
JER 1-300(b), 5-301, 5-404
• Criminal conflict of interest statutes do not 


apply to enlisted, except for bribery
(18 U.S.C. 201)


• Application of ethics rules for enlisted is 
through JER







Applicability of 208 and 209 
to Enlisted


Conflicts of Interest
• Applies financial interest and supplementation   


of salary conflict laws to enlisted                       
(18 U.S.C. 208 and 209) (JER 5-301 and 5-404)


• Solicitation prohibitions (superior to subordinate) 
5 C.F.R. 3601.106 (JER 5-409)







Training


(5 C.F.R. part 2638)
• Annual Ethics Training
• Ethics Letters


– New employee
– New supervisor







Enforcement


• What violations are reportable
– See DoD Directive 5505.06, Investigations of 


Allegations Against Senior Officials of the 
Department of Defense


• When a violation is reportable
• How to report violations to the Inspector 


General (Chapter 10 of the JER)







Miscellaneous


• Presidential Executive Order      
authorizing Standards (JER, Chapter 12)


• DoD Employee Ethical Value Goals    
(JER, Chapter 12)


• Ethical Values and Decision-Making  
(JER, Chapter 12)







The Committee on 
Standards of Conduct


• Created to provide interpretive guidance to 
resolve conflicting ethics provisions, define 
vague terms, and identify and remedy 
inconsistences in the application across 
the Military Services







Secretary Austin


“I will be mindful of not only the legal 
requirements that govern my conduct, but 
also of the appearances to ensure that the 
public has no reason to question my 
impartiality.”







Values-Based Decision 
Making 101


Evaluate the Big Picture
Is it legally sound?
Can I do it?
Should I do it?


Is it right for the government?
How will it be perceived?


*Remember your duty as a public servant*







OGE Tips


• Procedures (JER)
• Delegations
• Agency Organization Chart
• Agency Mission


• Public and Confidential Financial Disclosure Program Tracking System
• Training
• Counseling
• Advisory Committees
• 208 waivers
• 1353 travel
• Relationship with OIG
• Job Offer and Supervisor ethics letter requirements







Ethics Calendar of Events


• Office of Government Ethics Publishes
• https://www.oge.gov/web/oge.nsf/0/7E254


215A97AF2A0852587C2006D4A86/$FILE
/2022%20Calendar%20of%20Important%
20Ethics%20Dates%20and%20Deadlines.
pdf?open







Training


• Check with who you report to
• OGE examples 
• Austin letter requiring management be 


involved







Building an Ethics Office


• Turnover
• Call on superior


– Field Activity
– Combatant Command


• HR
– Lists of Public Financial Disclosure Filers
– Assist with Training
– Organization Chart







Goal


• Proactive not Reactive







Finding the Answer


• Secret Law
• JER
• Deskbook
• Google Standards of Conduct
• https://dodsoco.ogc.osd.mil/



https://dodsoco.ogc.osd.mil/





Other sources


• Fellow Lawyers
• IEC
• OGE
• Air Force Material Command







How to be Effective
• Assert yourself early on
• Brief Commander 
• Offer to review travel plans at weekly meetings of his 


staff or PR folks
• Work with Aides, Executive Assistants and secretaries
• Show your knowledge so they see value, be humble
• Be assessable
• Be precise in advice
• Be creative in solutions
• Look at an issue from Agency’s prospective; does this 


hurt agency







How to be Effective
• Walk the Halls
• Use a candy jar in your office
• Join the health club
• Join the softball team
• Provide in person training
• Brief people as they come in
• Use examples; get OIG cases
• Preserve Advice
• Set up a log
• Coordinate advice
• Give tailored briefings
• Don’t panic or become boy who cries wolf
• Seek feedback
• Work with OIG so you can report on enforcement







What We Will Cover







Gifts


• Gifts From Outside Sources
• Gifts Between Employees
• Gifts From Foreign Governments
• Gifts to the Department
• Gifts of Travel







Non-Federal Entities


• Endorsing
• Supporting
• Fundraising
• Official and personal participation







Outside Activities


• Outside Employment
• Teaching, Speaking, and Writing







Travel


• Government Vehicles
• Rental Cars
• Commercial Air







Conflicts of Interest


• 18 U.S.C. 208
– Regulatory and individual waivers


• Impartiality Standards
– Authorizations


• Bribery, Representation, and 
Supplementation of Salary







Financial Disclosure


• Public Financial Disclosure                                            
– OGE Form 278 


• Confidential Financial Disclosure                   
– OGE Form 450







Post-Government Employment


• Seeking Employment
• Procurement Integrity Act
• Representation Statutes


– 18 U.S.C. 207(a), (b), (c), and (f)
• Terminal Leave Issues
• Foreign Employment







Fundraising


• Fundraising in the workplace
• By your own, for your own
• Gambling
• Official support of fundraising
• Personal fundraising







Enjoy
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Political Activities 
by Members of the 


Armed Forces


MAJ Mike Yedinak
Office of Legal Policy


Office of Under Secretary of Defense for Personnel & Readiness







This stuff really happens…
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A picture is worth a thousand words
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Ripped from the 
headlines…


45







References


Political Activities by Military Personnel and on Military 
Installations


– 10 U.S.C. 973, Duties: officers on active duty; performance of 
civil functions restricted


– DoD Directive 1344.10, Political Activities by Members of the 
Armed Forces  (re-write underway)


– 2020 PAG, DoD Public Affairs Policy Guidance Concerning 
Political Campaigns and Elections


– DoD Instruction 1334.01, Wearing of the Uniform
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Who does DoDD 1344.10
Apply To?


• Primarily Members of the Armed Forces on Active Duty


• Expands coverage for some provisions to include 
Service members not on Active Duty – even retirees


• Defines Active Duty to include full-time National Guard 
duty 
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Political Activity 


“Partisan political activity” is activity supporting or relating to 
candidates representing, or issues specifically identified with, national 
or State political parties and associated or ancillary organizations or 
clubs.  DoDD 1344.10 Enclosure 2, para E2.5. (Definitions)


“Nonpartisan political activity” is activity supporting or relating to 
candidates not representing, or issues not specifically identified with, 
national or State political parties and associated or ancillary 
organizations or clubs.  Issues relating to State constitutional 
amendments or referendums, approval of municipal ordinances, and 
others of similar character are not considered under this Instruction as 
specifically identified with national or State political parties. DoDD
1344.10 Enclosure 2, para E2.4. (Definitions)







DoD Policy


• Members on Active Duty should not engage in partisan 
political activity, and members not on active duty should 
avoid inferences that their political activities imply or 
appear to imply official sponsorship, approval, or 
endorsement. DoDD 1344.10, para 4.
– See also, paras. 4.1.1.3, 4.1.1.4, and 4.1.1.9.


• Members of the Armed Forces may not wear the uniform
during or in connection with furthering political activity or 
when an inference of official sponsorship for the activity 
may be drawn.  DoDI 1334.01, para 3.1.2.
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DoDD 1344.10
Organization


• 4.1.1   Permissible Activities
• 4.1.2   Prohibited Activities
• 4.2      Nominees or Candidates
• 4.3      Additional Limitations: Nominees, Candidates, 


Campaigning
• 4.4      Holding and Exercising U.S. Government Office
• 4.5      Holding and Exercising State or non-U.S. 


Government Office 
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Key Issues


• Political Activities by Military Personnel   
– Do’s and Don’ts
– Wearing of the Uniform                               


• Political Activities on Military Installations
– Official vs. campaign visits to installations
– Use of DoD facilities for partisan and nonpartisan political 


activities


• Use of Social Media
10







• Register and vote
• Express personal political opinion 


– In personal capacity, not as rep of Armed Forces
• Encourage others to participate in political process 
• Sign a petition for a specific legislative action


– As a private citizen/does not obligate member to engage in 
partisan political activity


• Write letter to editor expressing personal views
– Not part of organized letter-writing campaign 
– Can't solicit votes for or against political party or partisan 


political cause or candidate
– Disclaimer may be required 


• “views expressed are my own and not the Department of 
Defense” 11


Permissible Activities by
Members on Active Duty







• Donate money to political organization, party, or 
committee
– Caution – Member on AD cannot give to or receive from 


another member on AD
– Caution – Members not on AD must consider JER 
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Permissible Activities by
Members on Active Duty







• Participate in partisan political fundraising activities
– But see, 4.1.1.9 may attend partisan and nonpartisan political fundraising 


activities when not in uniform and when no inference or appearance of official 
sponsorship, approval or endorsement


• Publish partisan political articles, letters, or endorsements that solicit 
votes


• Speak before a partisan political gathering 


• Participate in any radio, television, or other program or group 
discussion as an advocate for partisan party, candidate, or cause


• Engage in fundraising activities for any political cause or candidate 
on military installation 


• Display partisan political sign, poster, banner visible to public in 
military installation housing
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Prohibited Activities by
Members on Active Duty







• Activities not expressly prohibited may be contrary to 
the spirit and intent of this Directive (DoDD 1344.10).  
Any activity that may be reasonably viewed as 
directly or indirectly associating the Department of 
Defense or any component of these Departments 
with a partisan political activity or is otherwise 
contrary to the spirit and intention of this Directive 
shall be avoided.  DoDD 1344.10, para 4.1.5


“CATCH-ALL”
14


Prohibited Activities by
Members on Active Duty







Criticism of Senior 
Government Officials


• Applicable UCMJ Articles
– Article 88 – Contempt Toward 


Officials
– Article 92 – Failure to Obey a 


Regulation
• DoDD 1344.10, Para. 4.1.-4.5 is 


punitive
– Article 134 – General Article
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Nominees or Candidates
On Active Duty


• Regular; Retired Regular or RC member on AD call or 
order > 270 days
– Requires Secretary Concerned permission
– Cannot be delegated below Secretary Concerned


• Retired Regular or RC member on AD call or order ≤
270 days 
– No permission required 


• All must complete Acknowledgement of Limitations 
(Enclosure 4 of DoDD 1344.10)
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Nominees or Candidates  
On Active Duty


• May not participate in any campaign 
activity, including behind the scenes 
activity


• And MUST:
– Take affirmative documented efforts to 


inform campaign workers of limitations
– Freeze Web sites, stop advertisements
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Nominees or Candidates 
Not On Active Duty


• May use military rank and service affiliation
– But clearly indicate retired or reserve status 


• In campaign material:  
– Include current or former duty titles and positions with 


other biographical information 


– Include “prominent and clearly displayed disclaimer”


– Photographs in uniform may NOT be “primary graphic 
representation”  


18







Primary graphic 
representation?  


No Disclaimer!











Other biographical info.


RC Status Disclaimer







Visits by Candidates to DoD 
Installations and Facilities 


Distinguish type of visit:


1) Official government visits = 
Yes
Incumbant participates in “Town 
Hall” on Military Family issues


2) Personal visit = Yes
Reserve Soldier goes to fitness 
center 


3) Campaign visit, event, or 
activity = No







Social Media and 
Political Activities


23







Social Media and Political 
Activities


• May an AD member express his or her 
own personal views on public issues or 
political candidates via social media 
platforms, such as Facebook, Twitter, or 
personal blogs?  


– Yes, personal views OK, much the 
same as writing a letter to the editor 
of a paper, but may not engage in any 
partisan political activity


– “Partisan political activity” is activity 
directed at the success or failure of a 
political party, partisan political 
candidate, campaign, group or cause 


– Cannot solicit others, fundraise, etc. 
– If identifiable as military must 


disclaim
– No direct links of “likes” to partisan 


sites (akin to distribution of literature)


• May an AD member become a “friend” 
of, or “like,” the Facebook page, or 
“follow” the Twitter account of a 
political party or partisan candidate, 
campaign, group, or cause?  


– Yes, but must refrain from engaging 
in activities with respect to partisan 
political entities’ accounts that 
would constitute political activity


– Cannot suggest that others “like”, 
“friend” or “follow” the partisan 
account


– Cannot forward invitations to 
partisan events, solicit or fundraise 
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Ripped from the 
headlines…


45
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FUNDRAISING
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Challenge #1


DoD/
Agency Reg.


Local Reg.


EO/
Code Fed. Reg.


Policy


• No Comprehensive
Guidance







Challenge #2
• Overlapping Ethics


Issues


FUNDRAISINGGifts


Political Activities


Use of 
Gov’t


Resources


Endorsement







Challenge #3


• Everyone Wants to Fundraise!







Redacted


China
Lake







Roadmap


• Rules/References
• Fundraising defined
• Permissible Official Fundraising
• Personal Fundraising
• Miscellaneous Issues and Practice Tips







Fundraising


• Generally, fundraising is prohibited in the Federal workplace


• The government must be neutral to retain the public’s confidence, so 
we must ensure a level playing field for all non-Federal entities.







• Generally, fundraising is prohibited in the Federal workplace
• Except


• Combined Federal Campaign
• OPM-authorized disaster relief 
• By Our Own, For Our Own


• Military Relief Societies
• In-kind, non-cash donations


Fundraising







Rules/References


• 5 C.F.R. § 2635.101, Basic Obligation of Public Service


• 5 C.F.R. § 2635.808, Fundraising Activities


• DoD 5500.07-R, Joint Ethics Regulation, Para. 3-210


• 5 C.F.R. § 950.102, Scope of the Combined Federal Campaign


• See Deskbook and JER Para 3-210b for additional references.







Basic Obligation of Public Service


• 5 C.F.R. § 2635.101
• General Principles


• Avoid financial conflicts of interest (#2)
• Don’t misuse position for private gain (#7)
• Avoid preferential treatment to private org. or individual (#8)
• Use gov’t resources for authorized activities (#9)


• What are the fundraising restrictions trying to prevent?







Fundraising Rule (1 of 2)


• 5 C.F.R. § 2635.808, Fundraising activities
• What is fundraising?
• The raising of funds for a nonprofit organization through:


• Solicitation of funds; 
• Selling items; or
• Official Participation in the conduct of an event by an employee where any portion of 


the cost of attendance or participation may be taken as a charitable tax deduction.
• Participation:  active and visible participation in the event
• Includes:  honorary chairperson; sitting at head table; standing in a reception line; speaking*
• Does NOT include:  mere attendance (provided not used to promote event)


• What is not fundraising?
• In-kind collection of items (non-cash), like food or toy drives


(*This does not include official speaking engagements)







Fundraising Rule (2 of 2)


• 5 C.F.R. § 2635.808, Fundraising activities
• Permissible fundraising:


• 2635.808:  Combined Federal Campaign (CFC) (5 C.F.R. §950)
• 2635.808(b):  Authorized official capacity fundraising
• 2635.808(c):  Personal capacity fundraising


• No personal solicitation from:  subordinate; prohibited source
• No use of official title or position, except The Honorable, military rank, ambassadorial 


rank







Joint Ethics Regulation


• DoD 5500.07-R, Chapter 3, Para 3-210
• Fundraising and Membership Drives
• Prohibits official endorsement of membership drives or fundraising 


for any non-Federal entity except:
• CFC
• Emergency and disaster appeals approved by OPM
• Service relief/assistance organizations (Army Emergency Relief; Navy-Marine 


Corps Relief Society; Air Force Assistance Fund)
• Other organizations composed primarily of DoD employees or their 


dependents when fundraising among their own members for the benefit of 
welfare funds for their own members…when approved by DoD component 
command or organization after consultation with the DAEO or designee.


“By Our Own, For Our Own”







Combined Federal Campaign


• 5 C.F.R. § 950.102
• History
• CFC is only authorized solicitation of employees in the Federal 


workplace on behalf of charitable organizations.  























Permissible Fundraising







Combined Federal Campaign


• Permitted
• Endorsement (CFC, not 


individual charities)
• Use of official title, position, 


and authority
• Limited APF support (e.g., 


kick-off events, award 
ceremony)


• Modest prizes at CFC events
• Lunch with Agency official
• Use of parking space for    


specific period


• Prohibited
• Solicitation outside of 


government (incl contractors)
• Coercion


• 100% participation (donor) 
goal; personal contribution 
goal


• Chain of command solicitation
• List of non-contributors
• Using results in performance 


appraisal
• Fundraising events 
• Gambling, lottery, pool, raffle
• Civilian clothes day 


September-January


• Competing events?







Disaster or Emergency Relief


• Defined:  hurricane, tornado, storm, flood, other catastrophe
• Only OPM Director may grant permission for solicitation of Federal 


personnel in the Federal workplace outside of the CFC in support of 
victims of emergencies and disasters


• Recent example







By Our Own, For Our Own


• Organizations composed primarily of DoD personnel and their dependents
• When fundraising among their own members for the benefit of welfare 


funds for their own members or their dependents
• When approved by the head of the DoD component, command, or 


organization
• After consultation with an ethics official (this includes MWR programs)
• Outside of workplace (breakroom, common area OK)
• Endorsement permitted
• Practice Tip:  Do you know your installation’s policy?







Example:  Installation Policy (2019)







Military Relief Societies


• Official support in the workplace
• Only if fundraising among federal employees


• Endorsement permitted
• Follow service regulation







Personal Capacity


• May Federal personnel participate in fundraising in their personal 
capacity?


• Yes, provided fundraising activities are conducted outside the 
workplace and on personal time


• Be careful to avoid:
• Using DoD resources, including e-mail and copiers
• Participating in your official capacity (do not allow use of your title of other 


DoD affiliation)
• Soliciting subordinates, DoD contractors, or other prohibited sources







Social Media
• Personal fundraising for nonprofit charitable organizations via social 


media is permissible, but employees must comply with 5 C.F.R. § 808.
• No personal solicitation from subordinate or prohibited source
• No use of official title, position or authority


• Employees are not considered to have used official titles, positions, or 
authority merely because this info is in biographical section of social 
media account.


• Mere connection via social media network is not personal solicitation, 
but don’t respond to an inquiry posted by a prohibited source.


OGE LA-15-03 (April 9, 2015)
OGE LA-20-07 (Oct. 6, 2020)







Attending a Fundraiser
• Official capacity
• No active and visible participation
• This includes


• Requesting or encouraging the giving of 
donations;


• Serving as honorary chairperson;
• Sitting at the head table;
• Standing in a reception line; or;
• Serving as master of ceremonies.


• You may give an official speech at a non-profit fundraiser, provided you 
don’t seek donations or otherwise endorse the organization


• Uncommon exception; need to justify official purpose; no preferential treatment
• Gift?







Gambling
• JER 2-302 prohibits gambling on Government-owned or leased property 


and/or while on official duty
• Fantasy Football is gambling if you pay to participate
• Gambling defined


• Consideration
• A game of chance, and
• An offering of a reward or prize


• Can you hold a drawing using CFC pledge cards 
that is not considered gambling?


• Yes, provided it is made clear to participants that a 
contribution (pledge) is not required to enter the drawing.
(See AR 600-29, Para 3-3)







Really??















Misc Issues


• Endorsement 
• Military Band support
• Color Guard support
• Political Fundraisers
• MWR Commercial Sponsorship
• National Military Association


support (10 USC 2558)
• Voluntary


LOGOS







Voluntary??







Conclusion


• Know local regulations/policies (and update them if needed)
• Publicize local regulations
• Consistency in analysis and application; no preferential treatment
• Insert yourself in the planning process (CFC, AER/NMCRS/AFAS, etc.)
• Emphasize voluntary nature of ALL fundraising
• Areas to watch out for:


• Solicitation of subordinates or prohibited sources (contractors)
• Endorsement/active participation in NFE fundraiser
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Financial Disclosure


Standards of Conduct Office  
Office of General Counsel  


Department of Defense
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Handy References
• SOCO Website: https://dodsoco.ogc.osd.mil/


• EC Deskbook – NOT to be cited. “Hornbook”  
style compilation


• Advisories
• Handouts, Guides & Samples


• OGE Website: https://www.oge.gov/web/oge.nsf/ethicsofficials_financial-disc


• Public Financial Disclosure Guide
• Confidential Financial Disclosure Guide
• Advisories
• Learning Modules
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FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE: Purpose


Primary Purpose:
Serve as a tool for employees, supervisors  
and ethics officials to identify & prevent  
potential conflicts of interest.


Benefits:
• Maintain public confidence in DoD
• Provide evidence if violations occur
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Ethics Counselor’s Role


• EC responsibility is to review financial disclosure  
reports for compliance with all applicable ethics  
laws and regulations and identify potential conflict of  
interest or impartiality concerns.


• EC responsibilities do not include:
• Determining the underlying legality of a particular  


company's business practices.
• Assessing the effect of a particular holding on other  


Federal requirements, such as security clearances.
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FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE: Process


Program Management
• Meet program  


deadlines


• Identify filers


• Notify and educate  
filers and supervisors


• Record keeping


Disclosure Review
• Technical review


• Conflict of interest  
analysis


• Remedies, as  
warranted


• Certification/Signature
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FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE: Electronic Filing


• Electronic filing (FDM or Integrity) is  
mandatory for ALL disclosure reports (278  
& 450)
• DAEO or designee may except for OGE 


450s where not feasible (e.g., filers with no 
CAC or no DoD  computer access)


• OGE 278 – DSD Memorandum “Mandatory  
Electronic Filing of Public Financial Disclosure  
Reports”, November 25, 2015


• OGE 450 - DSD Memorandum “Mandatory  
Electronic Filing of Confidential Financial  
Disclosure Reports”, July 19, 2016
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FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE: Electronic Filing


Benefits of Electronic Filing:
• Ethics Officials –


• Properly entered data feeds annual OGE questionnaire.


• Data Tracking - Easily track filing and review status


• Automated routing to supervisor and PGE certification (public filers)


• Commenting & Attachment functions – provides continuity & avoids  
duplication


• Filers –
• Pre-population makes subsequent filing a breeze


• Reporting wizard and instructions for each screen
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FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE: Electronic Filing


Programs:
• Financial Disclosure Management (FDM) system – OGE 450s  


only
• Army is Executive Agent
• CAC access
• Will still serve as repository for OGE 278s previously filed in system


• Integrity system – OGE 278s only
• OGE system but uses OMB Max for authentication
• CAC enabled, but not required.
• Filers can make spouses, accountants, or others “Designees”
• With filer permission, reviewers can make changes to reports without  


being Designee or returning for amendment
• Entries can be moved between parts (vice deleted and re-entered)
• OGE 278T – filer self-assigns and can pre-populate annual or term
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FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE: Electronic Filing


UNCLASSIFIED


Tips:
• Maintain Notice Templates for use in FDM and/or Integrity  


(New entrant, annual, termination, supervisory,  
delinquencies, etc.)


• Ensure accurate data entry
• Filer type


• Appointment dates


• Proper use of “override due date” vice “record an extension”


• Proper use of “Delete report” vice “Admin close” – removal of  
assignment


• Use commenting/memo & attachment functions!
• Use Management Reports!
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PUBLIC FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE


OGE 278
&  


OGE 278-T
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PUBLIC FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE
(OGE Form 278, dated Jul 2020)
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OGE Form 278: Assistance


• Public Financial Disclosure Guide – Online Interactive or .pdf 
https://www.oge.gov/Web/278eGuide.nsf


• Excel Versions
• Use Excel 278e can be used as worksheet/prep tool
• Use Part 2, 5, & 6 sheets for NE Reports
• Use Transaction sheet for Part 7 & 278-Ts


• Employment Assets & Income AND Retirement Accounts
(Parts 2 & 5)


• “Employment Related” = all “active” non-investment assets or income 
acquired or  maintained through a current or former employer or through 
activities other than  passive investing. Income includes salary, bonuses, fees, 
prizes, winnings, and  honoraria.


• “Retirement Accounts” - Includes all retirement accounts, whether or not 
acquired  through an employer, such as pensions, 401K, 403B, IRAs, etc.


• “Income” – Does not include income in deferred tax retirement accounts 
unless  distributions received.
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OGE Form 278: Who Files?


• Generals & Admirals (O-7 and above)
• Senior Executive Service (SES, career and non-career) & Senior  


Level (SLs)


• Non-GS employees (including IPAs, and SGEs) with basic rate of 
pay 120% + of  GS 15, step 1 ($135,468 as of January 2022)


• PAS (Presidential Appointees with Senate Confirmation)
• Political Appointees (Schedule C) (regardless of income, unless  


OGE excepted)


• Civilians formally detailed to positions covered by 2, 3, & 5 above
• Reserve and National Guard officers (O-7 and above) if they served  


on active duty 61 + days/CY


Exception: If expected to work less than 61 days/CY
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Detailees & General/Flag Officers on JDA:


• Supervisory and EC review is best done where filer is  
currently working, but ownership of reports and  
responsibility for compliance tracking is home  
organization.


• Example: GO/FO serving as agency head for Defense  
Agency, the Defense Agencies would review, certify and issue 
any cautionary/remedial guidance. But, filer resides within 
Military Service filing system org structure. Each service has 
set up JDA orgs in Integrity, with primary JDA ECs assigned in 
all roles. The primary at the JDA must then assign ethics roles 
(e.g., alternates and supervisors) at the local level.
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OGE Form 278: Who Files?
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OGE Form 278:  PGE Certification


- OGE 278 filers in DoD must certify that:
• They are aware of disqualification and  


employment restrictions; and
• They have not violated them
• Also provides required cooling off period notice.
• FDM & Integrity provide as part of  


e-signing/submission.
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OGE Form 278: Extensions


• Agency Extension: 90 days total.
• Initial - up to 45 days; granted by DAEO (or designee),  


for “good cause shown.”
• Additional Agency Ext – like above, up to 45 days;  


granted by DAEO (or designee), but must be in writing,  
for “good cause shown.”


• Combat Zone: Automatic extension for 180 days  
after return from deployment in war zone, or  
release from hospital (But – must still record in 
system!)
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OGE Form 278
New Entrant Filing Deadline, Timelines & Info


Deadlines:
• New Entrants: Within 30 days of assuming duties*
• SGEs: Within 15 days of 61st day of duty
• Nominees: Between nomination and 5 days after  


transfer of nomination to Senate


*Not applicable to employee leaving a covered position within last 30 days
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OGE Form 278: New Entrant
Part No. Reporting Period Report Data For:


1. Filer’s Positions Held Outside United States  
Government


Preceding Two
Calendar Years to Filing  
Date


You


2. Filer’s Employment Assets & Income and  
Retirement Accounts


Preceding Calendar  
Year to Filing Date* You


3. Filer’s Employment Agreements andArrangements As of Filing Date You


4. Filer’s Sources of Compensation Exceeding $5,000  
in a Year


Preceding Two
Calendar Years to Filing  
Date


You


5. Spouse’s Employment Assets & Income and  
Retirement Accounts


Preceding Calendar  
Year to Filing Date* Your Spouse


6. Other Assets and Income Preceding Calendar  
Year to Filing Date*


You, Your Spouse,
and Dependent  
Children


7. Transactions N/A – Leave this Part  
blank


N/A – Leave this  
Part blank


8. Liabilities Preceding Calendar  
Year to Filing Date*


You, Your Spouse,
and Dependent  
Children


9. Gifts and Travel Reimbursements N/A – Leave this Part  
blank


N/A – Leave this  
Part blank
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OGE Form 278:
Annual Filing Deadline, Timelines & Info


Deadlines:
• Due Date: No earlier than January 1 and no later 


than May 15.
• Not Required for anyone appointed after 


November 1 of the  previous CY
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OGE Form 278: Annual
Part Reporting Period Report Data For


1. Filer’s Positions Held Outside United States Government Preceding Calendar  
Year to Filing Date You


2. Filer’s Employment Assets & Income andRetirement
Accounts


Preceding Calendar
Year You


3. Filer’s Employment Agreements andArrangements Preceding Calendar  
Year to Filing Date You


4. Filer’s Sources of Compensation Exceeding $5,000 in a  
Year


N/A – Leave thisPart  
blank


N/A – Leave thisPart  
blank


5. Spouse’s Employment Assets & Income andRetirement  
Accounts


Preceding Calendar  
Year Your Spouse


6. Other Assets and Income Preceding Calendar  
Year


You, Your Spouse, and  
Dependent Children


7. Transactions Preceding Calendar  
Year*


You, Your Spouse, and  
Dependent Children


8. Liabilities Preceding Calendar  
Year


You, Your Spouse, and  
Dependent Children


9. Gifts and Travel Reimbursements Preceding Calendar  
Year*


You, Your Spouse, and  
Dependent Children
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OGE Form 278:
Termination Filing Deadline, Timelines & Info


Deadlines:
• May be submitted up to 15 Days prior to departure.  


(PA-16-06)
• Due Date: NLT 30 days after termination — after  


expiration of all permissive and terminal leave.
• Combined annual/termination report permissible if  


employee leaves between May 15 and Aug 13.
• Not required for employees assuming another OGE  


Form 278 filing position within 30 days.
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OGE Form 278: Termination


Part Reporting Period Report Data For:


1. Filer’s Positions Held Outside United States Government End of Period Covered by Last  
Report to Term Date You


2. Filer’s Employment Assets & Income and Retirement Accounts End of Period Covered by Last  
Report to Term Date You


3. Filer’s Employment Agreements and Arrangements End of Period Covered by Last  
Report to Term Date You


4. Filer’s Sources of Compensation Exceeding $5,000 in a Year N/A – Leave this Part blank N/A – Leave this Part  
blank


5. Spouse’s Employment Assets & Income and Retirement  
Accounts


End of Period Covered by Last  
Report to Term Date Your Spouse


6. Other Assets and Income End of Period Covered by Last  
Report to Term Date


You, Your Spouse, and  
Dependent Children


7. Transactions End of Period Covered by Last  
Report to Term Date*


You, Your Spouse, and  
Dependent Children


8. Liabilities End of Period Covered by Last  
Report to Term Date


You, Your Spouse, and  
Dependent Children


9. Gifts and Travel Reimbursements End of Period Covered by Last  
Report to Term Date*


You, Your Spouse, and  
Dependent Children
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OGE 278-T: Periodic Transaction Report


• Who: All OGE 278 filers
• When:


• Covered as soon as assume filing position.
• Must file earlier of (1) 45 days after the transaction;  


or (2) 30 days after notification of the transaction.


• What: All individual transactions of securities for  
filer, spouse, and dependent child that meet  
reporting threshold (valued >$1,000).
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OGE 278-T: Periodic Transaction Report


• Exclude (278-T Only):
1. Individual transactions of securities for filer, spouse, and  


dependent child below reporting threshold (valued <$1,000).
2. Cash accounts
3. Real estate
4. Excepted investment funds & underlying holdings thereof
5. Qualified blind or diversified trust, or an excepted trust
6. Treasury bills, notes, and bonds;
7. Life insurance or annuities;
8. Assets in a Federal retirement program (e.g., TSP).
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NOTE: Must still report transactions for Items 1, 4, & 6 in Part 7 on next 
OGE 278 report if they meet the reporting threshold. Also, DoD 
requires items on OGE 278-T to be reported in Part 7 of next 
OGE 278 report.
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OGE 278-T: Periodic Transaction Report


• Extensions:
• Permissible. Same as OGE Form 278.
• Unique to Ts - can grant before or after deadline  


(see OGE LA 12-04 ).
• Over-reporting:


• Filers can use spreadsheets to track non-
reportable transactions (e.g., EIFs) throughout 
year


• Should not include these on 278-Ts
• Skews required compliance reporting
• Burdens system and ECs
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OGE Form 278: Release of Reports


• All OGE certified OGE 278 reports (e.g., PAS &  
DAEO) are accessible via OGEs website.


• Access to reports requires submission (manual or  
online) of an OGE Form 201. 
• Note: Form 201 must be properly completed and 


signed, to include providing names of filers for 
whom reports are requested.


• Reports are releasable 30 days after submission,  
regardless of whether perfected or certified.
• Drafts and reports still within the first 30 days of submission  


are not releasable.
• You can ask requester if they would like to wait for the final  


report – most will.
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OGE Form 278: Enforcement


• 30 Day Grace Period is not an automatic extension.
• Personal $200 fee for late filing
• Notice and Waiver
• Agency debt collection
• Worse…referral to DOJ (required) & $50,000 + fine.
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CONFIDENTIAL FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE


UNCLASSIFIED


OGE Form 450
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CONFIDENTIAL FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE
(OGE Form 450, dated Aug 2020)
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CONFIDENTIAL FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE
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PART REPORTING PERIOD INDIVIDUALS
COVERED


New Entrant Annual


PART I
Assets and  
Income


12 Months
Preceding the  
Date of Filing


Preceding
Calendar Year


Filer, Spouse, and Dependent
Children


PART II
Liabilities


12 Months
Preceding the  
Date of Filing


Preceding
Calendar Year


Filer, Spouse, and Dependent
Children


PART III
Outside Positions


12 Months
Preceding the  
Date of Filing


Preceding
Calendar Year


Filer Only


PART IV
Agreements or  
Arrangements


12 Months
Preceding the  
Date of Filing


Preceding
Calendar Year


Filer Only


PART V
Gifts and Travel  
Reimbursements


Not Applicable Preceding
Calendar Year


Filer, Spouse, and Dependent
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CONFIDENTIAL FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE


OGE Updated Public Financial Disclosure Regulations eff. January 2019
(LA 18-10)


• Revised threshold for reportable income from “over $200” to “over
$1000”


• Removed requirement to report an agreement to participate in a 
defined contribution  plan to which former employer no longer
contributes


• Removed requirement to report diversified fund held in an employee 
benefit plan


• New Entrants – no longer need to report holdings below 
$1000 value even if  generated over $1000 in income
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OGE Form 450: Your Job


Manage the program
• Limit the number of filers!
• Review Reports
• Counsel and Remedy Conflicts
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• Maintain filer list (by name/position)
• Conduct annual review of “covered positions”
• Utilize Action Officers (AO) / FDM POCs for  


processing
• Use new entrant, annual and late notices –Draft  


templates


OGE Form 450: Program Notes
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RULE: Those not required to file OGE 278 but in  
a “covered position” (or detailees)


a) Military: COs, XOs, Heads/Deputy Heads of:
• NAVY: shore installations with more than 500  


employees


• Army, Air Force, Marines: all bases, installations, and  
air wing activities


OGE Form 450: Who Files?
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b) Special Government Employees: Consultants,
or those on temporary duty for 130 days or less in  
any 365 day period, including reservists and Nat’l  
Guard.*


* Army, Navy, and OSD have made separate determinations to  
exclude reservists from filing unless a supervisor determines that


their duties trigger the filing requirement under 5 C.F.R.
2634.904(a)


OGE Form 450: Who Files?
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c)Military & Civilian Employees: GS-15 or below 
and military personnel below 0-7, when the following  
circumstances apply:


1.The Agency concludes they “participate personally &  
substantially” through decision or exercise of significant  
judgment, and without substantial supervision, in taking official  
action for:
 Contracting or procurement;
 Administering grants, subsidies or licenses;
 Regulating or auditing any non-Federal entity; or
 Other activities in which the final decision may have a direct


and substantial economic impact on the interest of any non-
Federal entity.


2. Supervisor determines position requires filing to avoid real or  
apparent conflicts of interest.


OGE Form 450: Who Files?
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d. Other Civilian Employees:
• Intergovernmental Personnel Act (IPA)  


appointees.
• Those not required to file OGE 278 but


detailed to “covered positions” for more
than 60 days.


• CORs – as determined by CO IAW  
DoDI 5000.72.


OGE From 450: Who Files?
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• Agency heads may exclude  
positions with:
• Remote possibility of conflict of  


interest; or
• Low level of responsibility


OGE 450: Who Files?


Exclusions:
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Excluded Positions:
• OSD and the Military Services specifically exclude  


non-procurement personnel Govt purchase card  
holders who make annual purchases totaling less  
than the simplified acquisition threshold and whose  
duties would not otherwise require them to file.


• Army, Navy, and OSD have excluded Reservists  
unless the supervisor determines otherwise.


• No right to appeal agency filing determination beyond  
agency head or designee


OGE 450: Who Files?
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OGE 450: New Entrant Reports


Who files?
• New employees
• Non-filer personnel whose duties change in  


a way that now requires filing
• Non-filer personnel promoted into filing  


position
• SGE (always New Entrants)


Transfers within 30 days – just get a copy of  
their prior 450
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Deadlines:
• Must be filed within 30 days of assuming a designated 


filing  position or for non-designated positions, 
notification that new duties now requiring filing


• SGEs must have reports filed prior to assuming duties


• Extensions (up to 90 Days - admin or Combat Zone)


Timelines & Information:


• Reporting Period: 12-month period prior to signature
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OGE 450: New Entrant Reports
Filing Deadline, Timelines & Info
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Deadlines:
• February 15 (or next business day)
• No automatic extensions
• Document all extensions


• Admin Ext: Ethics Counselor (or designee) may grant extensions  
(90 days)


• Combat zone ext: deployed or away from permanent duty station  
(90 days)


Timelines & Information:
• Must have been employed in covered position 60+ days during  


prior calendar year
• Reporting Period: previous calendar year
• If exception to FDM, use correct OGE Form 450 version
• No more OGE 450-A (Obsolete)
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OGE 450: Annual Reports
Filing Deadline, Timelines & Info
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OGE 450: Enforcement


• No $200 Filing Fee
• Ultimate Threat: Reassignment / Removal
• If report is late, request administrative action
• Get command support / escalate up the chain
• OGE annual reporting requirements
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FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE: Commonalities
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FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE: Common Rules


Rules that apply to ALL financial disclosures:
• New Entrant reports due 30 days after filer assumes  position 


(except SGE/detailee)
• Extension for filing reports must be for “good cause”


and cannot exceed 90-days. Extensions beyond 45-days  must be in
writing. Record in filing system.


• Due dates that fall on a non-business day roll to the next  business
day.


• Retain reports for 6 years from date of receipt, except:
• Investigative/litigation hold


• OGE 278-T retained 7 years or until destruction of related 278e 
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FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE: Reviews


• Reports must be certified within 60-days of agency receipt  
unless the reports require additional information or remedial  
action. (PA-11-04)
• Use filing system functions to record events that “end initial review”  


by requesting additional information or requesting amendment
• Report should stand alone – make sure substantive information  


is in the report or documented in a manner that is part of the  
report (“of record” or “public” comments or end notes).


• Attach caution notices and/or DQs if no centralized filing system  
or for detailees & GO/FOs


• Educate filers:
• Over-reporting is ill-advised and public reports may not be redacted  


before release.
• Proper reporting helps them going forward (pre-populating future  


reports, transaction reporting).
46
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Review Process:
• Prompt supervisory review for conflicts
• Ethics office review:


• Intermediate review for technical compliance (optional)
• Ethics Counsel review
• Obtain any required clarifications/information/amendments –


this will end initial review. Be sure to use system
functionality  to record as evidence that 60 day requirement 
has been met.  “End Initial Review”


• Implement remedial action, if any (Caution, DQ, etc.)
• Annotate report with all revisions, clarifications, remedial 


action taken- use filing system functions to record 
comments/memos and attach relevant documents


• Certify/sign report


Financial Disclosure: Reviews
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Good program tracking system is critical!
• Get monthly HR reports of:


• New SES promotions, O-7 promotions (not frocking),  and 
new employees at appropriate pay level for OGE 278 filing


• Onboarding, transferring and terminating employees for all 
filer types


Good data tracking is critical!
• Electronic systems do this for you!
• Be sure you are using functions and entering data correctly
• Use Management Reports
• Purge reports after 6 years, unless investigative/litigation hold.


FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE: Program
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FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE: Program


• Offer training on filling out reports
• Include Supervisory review in AET
• Use software tools (e.g., FDM, Integrity)
• Be available for questions
• Maintain written procedures/templates
• Train legal support staff
• Enlist leadership support
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FDM Management Reports – Disclosure Detail Report
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FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE: Program
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Integrity Management Reports – Reports in System


FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE: Program
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• Comm: (703) 695-3422
• E-mail:


UNCLASSIFIED


osd.soco@mail.mil or  
osd.financialdisclosure@mail.mil


• Website: https://dodsoco.ogc.osd.mil


(See informational slides below.)


QUESTIONS?


DoD Standards of  
Conduct Office:


52
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Public  
v.


Confidential


Informational Slides
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OGE Form 450 v 278


• Military - COs, XOs,  
Heads & Deputy  
Heads…


• Civilian/Military - GS  
15/O-6 and below  
with certain duties


• Special Gov’t  
Employees


• Most IPAs/HQEs
• Certain Reservists &  


National Guard


• Political Appointees
• DAEO
• SES
• General Officers  


(O-7 & above,  
including reservists  
w/ 61+ days  
service)


• SES/SL
(and detailees)


• Certain IPA/HQE
• Senior Mentors
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OGE Form 450 v 278


• New Entrant (NE)
• Annual (A)


• New Entrant
• Annual (A)
• Termination (Term)
• Annual/Term (A/Term)


• NE: w/in 30 days
• A: no earlier than 1  


Jan, no later than 15  
Feb.


• Combat Ext: only 90-
days


• NE: w/in 30 days
• A: no earlier than 1 Jan,  


no later than 15 May.
• Term: w/in 30 days of sep.
• A/Term: w/in 30 days of  


sep but nlt 15 Aug
• Combat Ext: 180 days
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OGE Form 450 v 278


OGE Form 450 278


Reportable  
Info


• No non-sector  
mutual funds


• No values
• No asset income  


amount


• All investment  
assets, including  
diversified mutual  
funds


• Value ranges
• Income amount &  


type
NE
Reportable  
Periods


• NE: 12 months  
preceding  
assuming duties  
of covered  
position


• NE: Varies by Part
- last 1-2 calendar  
years through date  
of filing
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OGE Form 450 v 278


OGE Form 450 278


Penalty
• Administrative  


action for failure  
to file


• Criminal, civil and  
administrative  
penalties for:  
failure to file, false  
information, etc.
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Guiding Principles
• Public office may not be used for private 


gain


• Federal property may be used only for 
authorized purposes 


• Employees shall avoid creating the 
appearance that they are violating the law 
or ethical standards 







Funds available to a Federal agency, by 
appropriation or otherwise, may be 
expended by the Federal agency for the 
maintenance, operation, or repair of any 
passenger carrier only to the extent that 
such carrier is used to provide 
transportation for official purposes.


-- 31 U.S.C. § 1344(a)(1)







• An officer or employee who willfully uses 
or authorizes the use of a passenger 
motor vehicle or aircraft owned or leased 
by the United States Government (except 
for an official purpose authorized by 
section 1344 of this title) or otherwise 
violates section 1344 shall be suspended 
without pay by the head of the agency. 
The officer or employee shall be 
suspended for at least one month, and 
when circumstances warrant, for a longer 
period or summarily removed from office.


-- 31 U.S.C. § 1349(b) --



http://web2.westlaw.com/find/default.wl?tf=-1&rs=WLW11.01&fn=_top&sv=Split&docname=31USCAS1344&tc=-1&pbc=93D338BE&ordoc=1811078&findtype=L&db=1000546&vr=2.0&rp=%2ffind%2fdefault.wl&mt=Westlaw

http://web2.westlaw.com/find/default.wl?tf=-1&rs=WLW11.01&fn=_top&sv=Split&docname=31USCAS1344&tc=-1&pbc=93D338BE&ordoc=1811078&findtype=L&db=1000546&vr=2.0&rp=%2ffind%2fdefault.wl&mt=Westlaw













Basic concepts for use of Government 
transportation


• May be authorized only for persons whose transportation 
benefits the Government 


• Transportation must be scheduled and arranged to be the most 
cost-effective for the Government, not to maximize the personal 
convenience of the traveler 


• Government transportation rules must be applied uniformly and 
not to selectively benefit someone solely because of rank or 
position 







Modes of Transportation


Once use of a Government vehicle is determined 
to be essential to the performance of official 
business, the following modes of transportation 
shall be considered in the following order, to the 
extent it is available and capable of meeting 
mission requirements:


– Scheduled DoD bus service
– Scheduled public transportation
– DoD motor vehicles
– Rental Car
– Voluntary use of privately owned vehicle 


(POV) (reimbursable)
– Taxi (reimbursable)











Air Travel
Military Air


There are some “required users” of Military 
Air for ALL travel (Official and Unofficial):


Secretary of Defense
Deputy Secretary of Defense
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff
Vice Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff


(only when acting as Chairman, JCS)







Air Travel
Military Air


There are some “required users” of Military Air 
for Official Travel Only:


Military Department Secretaries
Vice Chairman, JCS
Chiefs of Military Services
Commanders of:


-International Security Assistance Force –
Afghanistan (US only)
-United States Forces, Korea
-Combatant Commands







Air Travel
Military Air


Other “required users” of Military Air for 
Official Travel Only:


Under Secretaries of Defense for:
- Intelligence
- Policy


[Omitted: USD(P&R); USD(C); USD (R&E); 
USD (A&S) – unless “exigencies of their travel 
needs prevent the use of commercial aircraft”]







Air Travel
Military Air


Possible “exigencies”:


– Highly unusual circumstances present a clear and 
present danger or other emergency; or 


– Other compelling operational considerations make 
commercial transportation unacceptable. 







Air Travel
Military Air


Military Air may be used by others for non-official 
business:


– Must be accompanying a DoD or other Federal official 
who is traveling on Military Air on official business; and


– May not displace official travelers or require larger 
aircraft; and


– Travel cost is reimbursed; and


– Travel must be approved in advance, in writing, on a 
case-by-case basis. 







The Military Air Expert


Ann Marra
DoD General Counsel’s Office


Acquisition and Logistics
703-693-1115







Air Travel -- Contractors


• Contractor employees cannot be issued 
Invitational Travel Authorizations 


• Travel costs of Government contractors 
are governed by FAR provisions relating to 
contract expenses 







Air Travel -- Contractors


• Contractors may  sometimes fly on Military 
Air
– When required by Government Official
– Contemplated by the contract to fulfill 


requirements of the contract


• Generally, travel-related items restricted to 
Government employees may not be given 
to contractors.







Routing of Travel


• Travel by the usually traveled route, 
unless a different route is “officially 
necessary”


• Vacation to TDY to Vacation or Residence 
or PDS


• Residence (even if away from PDS) to
TDY to Residence or PDS















Airline City-Pair Contract Flights
• Preference for travel during normal working 


hours
• Statutory comp time for travel during non-


duty hours (5 U.S.C. § 5550b)
• Lower fare on non-contract carrier 


available to the general public
• Seat not available in time to accomplish 


mission or would require additional per 
diem


• Why use contract carrier anyway?







Commercial Air Travel


• It is the policy of the Government that 
employees and/or dependents that use 
commercial air carriers for domestic and 
international travel on official business 
shall use coach-class airline 
accommodations.


• Employees shall ascertain their travel 
requirements in sufficient time to book 
coach-class accommodations. 







No approval is required to 
buy or use other than coach-
class airfare where the cost is 
less than the least expensive 
unrestricted economy / coach 


class airfare.











Commercial Air Travel


• Premium Class Travel is only 
available in limited circumstances
– The current JTR terminology is difficult to 


follow in relation to classes of 
accommodations


– A frequent distinction in the JTR:
• Economy or Coach accommodations; and
• Premium-class accommodations


– Decision support tool is helpful—available on 
DTMO web site under “JTR Supplements”







Commercial Air Travel
• Premium Class Travel (continued)


– Consider Premium Class to be any 
accommodation more expensive than 
Economy or Coach class


– Appendix A defines certain classes under the 
term “Accommodation”


• First Class is the most expensive accommodation
• Business Class is somewhere between First Class 


and Economy/Coach
• Economy/Coach is the least expensive (but there 


are variations)







Premium Class Travel


• Plan in Advance, except for extenuating 
circumstances or emergency situations


• In the absence of specific authorization/ 
approval, the employee shall be 
responsible for all additional costs 
resulting from the use of first-class air 
accommodations.  







Premium Class Travel
• Justifying First Class Travel:


– Only first class accommodations available; or


– Other classes not “reasonably available”


• There is no requirement to use a flight scheduled to depart 
more than 24 hours before the employee's proposed 
departure time, or scheduled to arrive more than 24 hours 
before the employee's proposed arrival time.


• There is no requirement to arrive late or leave early in order 
to be able to use a coach seat.







Premium Class Travel
• Justifying First Class Travel (continued):


– Exceptional security circumstances
– Coach-class airline accommodations on foreign 


carriers do not provide adequate sanitation or health 
standards, and the use of foreign flag air carrier 
service has been approved


– Required for agency mission
– Medical condition substantiated by “competent 


medical authority” (may be a “disability” or “special 
need”)











First Class Travel


• Time limits for medical condition:


– Temporary disabilities/needs: Certifications 
remain in effect for up to 6 months or the 
duration of the need, whichever is shorter


– Permanent disabilities/needs require review 
and renewal by a physician EVERY 2 YEARS


– Refer to the Decision Support Tool—the 
above time requirements are not in 020206.K


• Was there a policy change?







First Class Travel


• An AO should consider physical 
characteristics when determining the class 
of travel and the options for 
accommodating those special needs.


• Before approving premium class travel, 
the AO should consider:


-“Economy Plus” / “Coach Elite” / Bulkhead; or
-Two coach/economy class seats







Business Class Travel


• Plan in advance, except for extenuating 
circumstances or emergency situations


• In the absence of specific authorization/ 
approval, the employee shall be 
responsible for all additional costs 
resulting from the use of business class air 
accommodations







Business Class Travel


• Justifying Business Class Travel:


– Only premium class accommodations 
available


– Space is not available in economy/coach 
accommodations on any scheduled flight in 
time to accomplish the purpose of the official 
travel, which is so urgent it cannot be 
postponed







Business Class Travel


• Justifying Business Class Travel 
(continued):
– Medical condition substantiated by 


“competent medical authority”


– Exceptional security circumstances


– Results in overall savings to the Government







Business Class Travel


• Justifying Business Class Travel 
(continued):


– Inadequate sanitation or health standards in 
coach


– Required for agency mission







Business Class Travel


• Justifying Business Class Travel 
(continued):


– Obtained as an accommodation upgrade 
through the redemption of employee’s 
frequent traveler benefits.


– Transportation is paid in full through the 
DoD component's acceptance of travel 
benefits from a non-Federal source







Business Class Travel


• Justifying Business Class Travel (continued):


– Long Flight
• Several Time Zones; and
• Origin or Destination outside CONUS; and
• TDY cannot be delayed or postponed; and
• Scheduled flight time in excess of 14 hours, 


without rest en route or at TDY site before 
commencing duties at TDY site


• Only used for flight to TDY location, not return!







Business Class Travel
Avoid 14-Hour Rule Upgrade


1. Arrive one day early to allow rest; or


2. Rest stop (no more than 24 hours), and 
arrive on the day the TDY starts


Business Class under this rule may only be 
used if traveler must arrive on the day the 
TDY starts, without a rest en route.







Business Class Travel


• Current JTR Provision (as of 23 March 
2020), section 020206.J.3
– The flight length alone is insufficient 


justification to authorize or approve business-
class travel.


– The AO must first consider using economy or 
coach-class fare and scheduling the traveler 
to arrive the day before TDY begins to allow 
appropriate rest.







Business Class Travel


• Current JTR Provision (continued)
– The second choice is to use economy or 


coach-class fare and arrange a rest stop, 
preferably at a no-cost point allowed by the 
airline with the traveler scheduled to arrive on 
the day TDY starts.


– The last option is to use business-class 
accommodations with a scheduled arrival on 
the day TDY starts.







Travel time in excess of 14 hours (JTR Table 2-4)


• Justification: TDY mission was so unexpected that 
traveler was unable to schedule a flight arriving the day 
prior to allow rest before starting work or a layover en 
route to allow rest before traveling on to the destination 
to begin work


• When using travel time to justify business-class 
accommodations, the authorizing/approving official must 
ensure the travel authorization clearly states:


– When the TDY travel was identified;
– When travel reservations were made; and
– The cost difference between coach-class and business-class 


accommodations. 







See JTR Chapter 2 for assistance
in determining if other than


economy/coach class 
accommodations
may be approved







Denied Boarding Compensation


• Involuntary Bumping:  Benefits received 
are considered a form of “liquidated 
damages” – benefits belong to the 
Government


• Voluntarily Vacating an Airline Seat:  
Employee may keep benefits if it doesn’t 
cost the Government more money







Use of Frequent Flyer Benefits
• Old Rule:  All benefits belonged to the 


Government
– If you commingled benefits, all of them 


belonged to the Government


• Current Rule:  All benefits belong to the 
Employee
– Section 1116 of P.L. 107-107 (National 


Defense Authorization Act of 2002)







Use of Frequent Flyer Benefits
• Includes frequent flyer miles, upgrades, access 


to airline clubs or facilities


• Applies to employees, family members and 
dependents who receive promotional items while 
traveling for the Government


• Includes all promotional items received before, 
on, or after enactment of the law (2002)







Use of Frequent Flyer Benefits


• Applicable to promotional items obtained 
whether travel is at the expense of the 
Government or accepted from a non-
Federal source


• Applies to all promotional items obtained 
while on official travel – including airlines, 
hotels, and car rental companies







Mandatory Use of the Travel 
Charge Card


• Public Law 105-264, January 27, 1998, 
mandates the use of a government 
furnished travel charge card


• “Infrequent” travelers are exempt







Failure to Pay Charge Card Bills


• Public Law 105-264 permits your agency 
to offset amounts owed to the travel card 
company from employees’ salaries.


• Offset up to 15% of salary are permissible.


• This is discretionary—there may be union 
consultation issues.







Prompt Reimbursement of Travel 
Expenses


• Public Law 105-264 mandates 
reimbursement of travel expenses by 
agencies to employees within 30 days


• This assures that the traveler will have the 
money to pay the Government Travel 
Charge Card when the bill comes due







Car Rental While on Official Travel
• Liability and Vehicle Damage (DTMO 


Agreement)


• Passengers in Rental Vehicle


• Personal Use of Vehicle While TDY
– May be “official use” generally if limited to 


places required for traveler’s subsistence, 
health, or comfort, BUT:
• DoD prohibits other personal use
• Personal Liability for Accident







Mass Transit Services
• 31 U.S.C. § 1344 permits the use of passenger carriers to 


transport federal employees between their place of employment 
and mass transit facilities.  (31 U.S.C. § 1344(g))


• On December 18, 2006, the Deputy Secretary of Defense issued 
a memorandum implementing this amendment for the 
Department of Defense. (OSD 18687-06)


• Note that there are strict approval authorities, findings, and 
procedures necessary before this permission may be 
implemented locally.  (See Enclosure 5, paragraph 5.b, of DoD 
Manual 4500.36, “Acquisition, Management, and Use of DoD 
Non-Tactical Vehicles” July 7, 2015)







CLOSING ISSUES







DoD Manual 4500.36


Acquisition, Management, and Use
of DoD Non-Tactical Vehicles


July 7, 2015


Includes Recent Changes
Current version incorporates Change 1, Effective 


December 20, 2018 







Joint Travel Regulations
(Updated as of 06/01/21)


THE JOINT TRAVEL
REGULATIONS


UNIFORMED SERVICE MEMBERS
AND


DOD CIVILIAN EMPLOYEES


Published by:
The Per Diem, Travel and Transportation Allowance 


Committee
Department of Defense
4800 Mark Center Drive


Suite 04J25-01
Alexandria, VA 22350-9000


www.defensetravel.dod.mil







Mandatory Travel Authorization Statement


All DoD travel requests must 
include justification that 


alternate means (SVTC, web-
based communications) are 


not sufficiently able to 
accomplish travel objectives







Restricted Airfare Rules
• The AO may authorize or approve 


restricted airfares when they are offered to 
the general public and if trip cancellation 
would not impose significant costs.


• When a City Pair Program fare is 
available, the AO must use the Restricted 
Fares Checklist when considering the 
approval of restricted airfares.







Restricted Airfares
• Restricted airfares cannot be applied in a 


blanket fashion, but can be considered for 
each trip on an individual basis.


• For City Pair Program routes, if the 
contract carrier offers a lower fare, the 
traveler must use that airline’s restricted 
fare before selecting another airline’s 
restricted economy or coach airfare.







Restricted Airfares
• When a City Pair Program Fare is not 


available, the traveler should use the 
lowest cost coach-class fare that meets 
mission requirements.


• The AO must consider that if a restricted 
fare is authorized and then later canceled 
or changed for official reasons and not for 
the personal convenience of the traveler, 
the Government is responsible for any 
excess costs.







Restricted Airfare Rule Tips
• Request assistance from CTO to book a 


restricted fare through comments via the 
CTO “Assistance Button” in DTS.


• Maintain timely discussions with 
Authorizing Official and CTO to assure 
timely approval and ticketing to meet 
Restricted Airfare requirement.







ECONOMY PLUS/COACH ELITE 
SEATING


JTRs
Chapter 2, Table 2-4


Travelers Changing Class of Service
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The 13 Ethical Dilemmas
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The 13 Ethical “Battle Drills”
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13 Ethical Battle Drills
1) Standing Up to Power


2) Intervening


3) Repairing Wrongs


4) Sacrificing Personal Values


5) Using Questionable Means
6) Stretching the Standards       


or Skirting the Rules


7) Concealing the Truth (dissemble)
8) Conflicts of Interests
9) Staying Loyal
10) Made a Promise; Things Changed
11) Suspicion w/o Enough Evidence
12) Dealing with Unfair Advantages 
13) Showing Mercy
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“Showing Courage” 
Ethical Battle Drills


1) Standing Up to Power


2) Intervening


3) Repairing Wrongs
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“Getting the Job Done” 
Ethical Battle Drills


4) Sacrificing Personal Values


5) Using Questionable Means
6) Stretching the Standards or Skirting the Rules
7) Concealing the Truth (dissemblance)
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“Balancing Competing Interests” 
Ethical Battle Drills


8) Conflicts of Interests
9) Staying Loyal
10) Keeping Promises When 


Circumstances Have Changed
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“Judgement Call”
Ethical Battle Drills


11) Suspicion w/o Enough Evidence
12) Dealing with Unfair Advantages 
13) Showing Mercy
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Which of the 13 
ethical battle 
drills sounds 


most interesting 
to you?
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Pollev.com/brianray107
1) Standing Up to Power


2) Intervening


3) Repairing Wrongs


4) Sacrificing Personal Values


5) Using Questionable Means
6) Stretching the Standards       


or Skirting the Rules


7) Concealing the Truth (dissemble)
8) Conflicts of Interests
9) Staying Loyal
10) Made a Promise; Things Changed
11) Suspicion w/o Enough Evidence
12) Dealing with Unfair Advantages 
13) Showing Mercy
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EBD #1 Standing Up to Power
Someone in power is asking you to do 


something unethical.
1. Does the powerful party have a right to ask me to do 


what they are asking?
2. Are there others in my organization who agree with me?
3. Is what’s being asked of me in accordance with the 


values of the organization?
4. Is there a different way to get this done?
5. How can I help my boss save face?
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The Top 12 Rationalizations
Denial of Responsibility
Denial of Injury
Denial of the Victim
Condemn the Condemners
Appeal to a Higher Loyalties
Moral Ledger/Equilibrium


Defense of Necessity
Claim of Normalcy
Denial of Negative Intent
Claims of Relative Acceptability
Postponement
Use of Euphemisms


“Wash Away the Gray”
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Rationalization is 
the great enemy 


of all moral 
progress.


Dr. Josh Greene
Harvard Univ.
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Claims of 
Normalcy


Appealing to 
"norms" to 


justify behavior.


Denial 
of Injury


Claiming no one 
was really hurt 


by the behavior.
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Moral Ledger
Believing that you have done 


"enough good' to offset or 
justify bad behavior
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Defense of 
Necessity


Claiming to have no 
"choice" but to 


engage in conduct.


Denial of 
Negative 


Intent
Arguing that the 


motives were pure, so 
the action is justifiable.
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It’s almost 
impossible 
to become 
what you’ve 
never seen.
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NEVER 
underestimate 
the power of 
role models!
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Go All In!  Be Big About Small Things!
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1. Does this action attempt to deceive or allow 
anyone to be deceived?


2. Does this action gain….or allow the gain…of 
privilege or advantage to which I or someone 
else would not otherwise be entitled?


3. Would I be satisfied by the outcome if I were on 
the receiving end of this action?


Beat “contrived complexity” with 
“purposeful simplicity”….3 Rules of Thumb!
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“Fraud Triangle/Pentagon”
Sources of Ethical Risk
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EBD Drill #8 
Conflicts of 


Interest


Hundreds of Violations 
by Federal Judges
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Ethical Battle Drill #10
Made a Promise and 


Circumstances Have  Changed
1. Can I still keep my promise, even if costly to me?
2. Did you predict, or could you have predicted, the change?
3. Does the other party still want you to keep the promise?
4. Is there an alternative that will make the other party as 


happy as the original promise?
5. What will happen to the other promises you’ve made?
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EBD Drill #10
Made a Promise 


but Circumstances 
Have Changed
The August 31st 
deadline for the 
U.S. Withdrawal 


from Afghanistan 
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EBD #2 Intervening
You see something that’s wrong, but 


you’re not sure how to proceed.
1. Are you the right person to intervene…can you recruit help?
2. Does the urgency and potential impact require you to act now?
3. Does your intervention plan require you to act unethically?
4. What are your motives?
5. Does your intervention create a permanent solution or temporary fix?
6. Does your intervention require one act or sustained regular effort?
7. Is the problem the result of a person’s behavior or systematic failure?
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EBD #3 Repairing Wrongs
You made a mistake, but can get 


away with not fixing it.
1. Is the blame shared?
2. Is it really your fault?
3. Did you act unethically in making the mistake?
4. Who should bear the cost?
5. Was the error foreseeable…and if so by whom?
6. Does the other party want you to fix the mistake?
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Repair is “beyond” ethical…. 
it is virtuous.


1) “Mistakes have the power to turn you into something 


better than you were before.”


2) “Remember that life’s greatest lessons are usually 


learned at the worst times and from the worst mistakes.”


3) “It’s not how we make mistakes, but how we


correct them that defines us.”
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13 Ethical Battle Drills
1) Standing Up to Power


2) Intervening


3) Repairing Wrongs


4) Sacrificing Personal Values


5) Using Questionable Means
6) Stretching the Standards       


or Skirting the Rules


7) Concealing the Truth (dissemble)
8) Conflicts of Interests
9) Staying Loyal
10) Made a Promise; Things Changed
11) Suspicion w/o Enough Evidence
12) Dealing with Unfair Advantages 
13) Showing Mercy
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The only thing that walks 
away from the tomb with 


the mourners…..
and refuses to be buried...


is the character of
the deceased.
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Bedrock Standards 
(5 CFR 2635.101(b))


• Public service is a public trust – (b)(1)


• Employees: 
shall not solicit or accept a gift from person or entity 


seeking official action from, doing business with, or 
conducting activities regulated by the employee’s agency 
– (b)(4) 


shall not use public office for private gain – (b)(7) 
shall avoid actions creating the appearance of violating 


the law or the standards in 5 CFR 2635.101 – (b)(14) 


• When an issue doesn’t fall squarely within the rules, look to 
these principles for guidance  
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Sources of Authority


• Standards of Ethical Conduct for Employees of the 
Executive Branch, 5 CFR Part 2635


• DoD Supplemental Regulation, 5 CFR Part 3601


• Joint Ethics Regulation (JER), DOD 5500.07-R


• 5 U.S.C. § 7342 (Foreign Gifts)


• 5 U.S.C. § 7353 (Federal Employees)


• 10 U.S.C. § 2601/2608 (Gifts to Government)


• 31 U.S.C. § 1353 (Travel Payments)
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Agency Gift Statutes


• Army Specific Gift Statutes:
 Gifts to United States 


Military Academy           
10 U.S.C.§ 4356


• Navy Specific Gift Statutes:
 Gifts to the Naval 


Academy                       
10 U.S.C. §§ 6973, 6974


 Gifts to Vessels              
10 U.S.C. § 7221


 Gifts for Welfare of 
Enlisted Members         
10 U.S.C. § 7220
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Gift Categories


1. Gifts From Outside Sources


2. Gifts Between Federal Employees


3. Statutory Gift Acceptance Authorities
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Gifts From Outside Sources 


6
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OGE Gift Analysis for Gifts from Outside 
Sources


Would 
impartiality or 


integrity be 
questioned? 


It cannot 
be 


accepted


It can be 
accepted


Employee 
should 


consider 
declining


YES


NO


NO NO YES


YES YES NOIs it a gift? Is it 
prohibited?


Is there an 
exception?
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Considerations for Declining 
Gifts – 2635.201


• OGE’s rules state that an employee should decline a gift if 
a reasonable person with knowledge of the relevant facts 
would question the employee’s integrity or impartiality


• Factors to consider include:
 Value of gift
 Timing of the gift
 Donor’s identity
 Whether acceptance would create appearance of 


preferential treatment


• Even if all factors are present, if a gift exception applies, 
there is no violation of the Standards of Conduct.  
However, there could be other “costs” to the Department.
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OGE Gift Analysis for Gifts from Outside 
Sources


Would 
impartiality or 


integrity be 
questioned? 


It cannot 
be 


accepted


It can be 
accepted


Employee 
should 


consider 
declining


YES


NO


NO NO YES


YES YES NOIs it a gift? Is it 
prohibited?


Is there an 
exception?
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Is It a Gift?
5 CFR 2635.203(b)


• Any gratuity, favor, discount, entertainment, 
hospitality, loan, forbearance, or any other item 
having monetary value


• It includes services
• It includes gifts of training, transportation, travel, 


lodging, and meals 
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Gift Exclusions
5 CFR 2635.203(b)(1)-(10)


• Food and Refreshments
 Modest items of food and non-alcoholic 


refreshments, such as soft drinks, coffee 
and donuts, and light snacks


 Not part of a meal 



Presenter

Presentation Notes

 The coffee and donut ruleOGE’s 2016 revision made “nonalcoholic” explicit, as OGE’s consistent interpretation has been that alcoholic drinks are neither “modest” or “soft” drinks .
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Gift Exclusions
5 CFR 2635.203(b)(1)-(10)


• Greeting cards and items with little intrinsic 
value (e.g. plaques, certificates, and trophies) 
which are intended primarily for presentation.
Applies only to presentation items



Presenter

Presentation Notes

OGE’s 2016 revision changed “solely” to “primarily”
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Gift Exclusions
5 CFR 2635.203(b)(1)-(10)


• Opportunities and benefits, including favorable 
rates available to:
General public
Class of all Government employees or all 


military personnel whether or not restricted 
by geography
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Gift Exclusions
5 CFR 2635.203(b)(1)-(10)


• Rewards and prizes given to competitors in 
contests or events, including random drawings, 
that are
Open to the public
Entry not part of official duties



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Remember, if a prize is neither from a prohibited source nor given because of official position, its acceptance would not be barred by 5 CFR 2635.203
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Gift Exclusions
5 CFR 2635.203(b)(1)-(10)


• Paid by the US Government or secured under 
contract 


• Paid by the employee at market value (MV)
 Determine MV through retail websites (not 


membership clubs or on-line auctions). 
 Skyboxes:  MV = most expensive publicly 


available ticket + food, parking, etc.  
 No fee events:  Ask for a per-person estimate, 


or aggregate MV of food, beverages, 
entertainment, parking, etc. (but not venue) 


• Accepted by U.S. Government under statute (31 
U.S.C. 1353)
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Free Attendance for Official Presentation
• Employee assigned by agency to present info
 Speech, panel member, roundtable


• Free attendance only on presentation day
 Other exclusions/exceptions may cover additional days


• Includes
 Essential support personnel  
 Spouse/guest if unsolicited invitation, others are bringing 


spouse/guest and agency designee authorizes 
• Free attendance includes conference fee, food, 


entertainment, instruction integral to event
 Does not include travel expenses 


Gift Exclusions
5 CFR 2635.203(b)(1)-(10)



Presenter

Presentation Notes
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OGE Gift Analysis for Gifts from Outside 
Sources


Would 
impartiality or 


integrity be 
questioned? 


It cannot 
be 


accepted


It can be 
accepted


Employee 
should 


consider 
declining


YES


NO


NO NO YES


YES YES NOIs it a gift? Is it 
prohibited?


Is there an 
exception?
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General Rule


• 5 C.F.R. 2635.202(a)


• An employee shall not, directly or indirectly, solicit 
or accept a gift
From a prohibited source or 
Given because of the employee’s official 


position
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Indirect Gifts


• Given with the employee’s knowledge to his/her 
parent, spouse, sibling, child, dependent 
relative or a member of the employee’s 
household because of that person’s 
relationship to the employee; or  


• Given to any other person, including charity, at 
the employee’s designation, direction or 
recommendation.
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• “Prohibited Source” includes any person 
or entity that
 Is seeking official action
Does or seeks to do business
 Is regulated by, or
Has interests substantially affected by 


employee’s official duties
Organization with majority of members from 


one or more of the above


Why Was the Gift Offered and 
by Whom?
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Why Was the Gift Offered and 
by Whom?


• “Official Position” Test


 Gift would not have been solicited, offered, or 
given had the employee not held the status, 
authority, or duties associated with his position.
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President’s Ethics Pledge


• Executive Order 13989, Jan. 21, 2021


• Applies to Political Appointees (PAS, Non-
Career SES, and Schedule Cs) 
 No gifts from registered lobbyists or lobbying 


organizations
 Many of the usual gift exceptions do not apply 
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OGE Gift Analysis for Gifts from Outside 
Sources


Would 
impartiality or 


integrity be 
questioned? 


It cannot 
be 


accepted


It can be 
accepted


Employee 
should 


consider 
declining


YES


NO


NO NO YES


YES YES NOIs it a gift? Is it 
prohibited?


Is there an 
exception?
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Exceptions – 5 CFR 2635.204


• $20 per source, per occasion
• $50 max per source, per year
• FMV is retail value of the gift
• No cash or investment instruments
 Store or mall gift card ≠ cash, but credit card 


gift card does
• May decline items to stay under $20 but may not 


pay differential over $20


Exception – “The 20/50 Rule”



Presenter

Presentation Notes

* Gifts are aggregated on each occasion and from each donor.  This can become problematic when an Exec Branch employee is participating in an event and receives multiple gifts.  We have to find an exception, exclusion, or acceptance authority for each individual gift (travel, meal, coins, plaques, books, honorary degrees, etc…)
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Exceptions – 5 CFR 2635.204


• Gifts based on
 Personal relationship – Gift must be from a human being
 Outside business relationship – Attending events at a 


former employer if other former employees are invited.


• Social Invitations 
 Unsolicited and not from a prohibited source
 No fee is charged to anyone in attendance
 Food and entertainment only; not travel
 Written determination required if an organization, rather 


than a person, is event sponsor or extends the invitation



Presenter

Presentation Notes

* Personal relationship exception cannot be used for gifts from companies.* Social Invitation:  e.g. a corporationThe written determination is made after a finding that the employee's attendance would not cause a reasonable person with knowledge of the relevant facts to question the employee’s integrity or impartialityThe revised regulation allow the employee to also accept invitation for accompanying spouse or other guests. 
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• Reduced membership fees offered by professional 
organizations to all government/military personnel with 
certain professional qualifications (e.g. attorneys)


• Benefits to members of a group in which membership is 
unrelated to government employment


• Benefits offered to members of a group where 
membership is related to government employment if same 
benefit offered to large segments of the public


• Benefits offered from other than prohibited source and 
class is not based on position, rank or rate of pay  


Discount or Similar Benefits


Exceptions – 5 CFR 2635.204
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• Awards
 Meritorious public service or achievement
 Grantor not impacted by recipient’s 


performance of duties
 Higher standards for cash and awards > $200


• Honorary Degrees
 Institution of higher education
 Examine timing of award


Exceptions – 5 CFR 2635.204
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• Informational Materials
Writings or other items not primarily created for display


and 
Contain information that relates in whole or in part to the 


employee’s official duties, position, or profession, or 
another topic of interest to the agency or its mission


Examples
– “U.S. Army:  The Definitive Illustrated History” to Army 


CoS?  Yes
– “Command of the Seas:  Building the 600 Ship Navy” 


to SECNAV?  Yes 
– "Napa Valley: The Land, The Wine, The People” to 


Commander, 60th Air Mobility Wing, Travis AFB?  No


Exceptions – 5 CFR 2635.204
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Exceptions – 5 CFR 2635.204


• Meals, refreshments, entertainment in foreign area
 Value cannot exceed State Dept. per diem for the area
 Non-U.S. citizens must be present
 Attendance must be part of employee’s official duties 


(obtain or disseminate info, further U.S. interests, etc.)
 The gift is not from a foreign government


• Gifts Authorized by Supplemental Agency 
Regulation (JER - 5 C.F.R. 3601.103)


• Gifts Accepted under Specific Statutory Authority 
(Foreign Gifts and Decorations Act)
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Exceptions WAG Rule
5 CFR 2635.204(g)


• Employees may accept free attendance at a “widely 
attended gathering” if agency makes a written
determination of agency interest.  
(See SOCO website for sample template and process.)


• Agency designee must find that:
1. The event is widely attended (“large” group, diversity of views, 


opportunity to exchange ideas)
2. Attendance will further agency programs / operations
3. Agency’s interest in the employee’s attendance outweighs the 


concern that the employee may be, or may appear to be, 
improperly influenced in the performance of official duties


4. If a person other than the sponsor of the event invites or 
designates the employee as the recipient of free attendance 
and bears the cost of that gift then
– 100 or more persons are expected to attend; and 
– the value of the free attendance does not exceed $415
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Exceptions WAG Rule
5 CFR 2635.204(g)


• In assessing agency’s interest in employee attending 
vs. employee being improperly influenced in the 
performance of official duties, consider:
1. The importance of the event to the agency
2. The nature and sensitivity of any pending matter affecting 


the interests of the person who extended the invitation 
and the employee’s role in any such matter


3. The purpose of the event
4. The identity of other expected participants
5. Whether acceptance would create the appearance      


that the donor is receiving preferential treatment
6. Whether the agency is also providing persons with views 


that differ from those of the donor with similar access 
7. The market value of the gift of free attendance
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• Solicit or coerce the offering of a gift 
• Accept a gift in return for being influenced
• Accept a gift in violation of statute or regulation
• Accept gifts from the same or different sources 


so frequently that a reasonable person would 
question his/her integrity or impartiality.


Absolute Truths
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Proper Disposition
5  CFR 2635.206


• Identify acceptance authority, exclusion, or exception
• Decline gift, if possible
• Tangible items – return, pay FMV, destroy (if <$100)
• Intangible items - pay FMV
• Perishable items - after consulting with supervisor or 


ethics counselor:
 Donate to charity
 Share within office
 Destroy


All of this because of a 
“free” gift. 
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Gifts to Enlisted (E-6 and Below)


• SECDEF Memo of May 16, 2013 waives JER 
gift prohibition for E-6 and below for
 gifts other than cash 
 from tax-exempt charitable and veterans 


service organizations


• Cannot accept if gift is attempt to influence or 
improper supplementation of salary
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Gifts Between Employees
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OGE Gift Analysis for Gifts Between 
Employees  


It cannot 
be 


accepted


It can be 
accepted


NO NO YES


YES YES NOIs it a gift? Is it 
prohibited?


Is there an 
exception?
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Is It a Gift?
5 CFR 2635.303(a)


• Use definition of “gift” in 5 CFR 2635.203(b) 
• Also includes benefits received from carpooling 


with other employees IF the employee bears his 
or her fair proportion of the expense or effort.  
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OGE Gift Analysis for Gifts Between 
Employees  


It cannot 
be 


accepted


It can be 
accepted


NO NO YES


YES YES NOIs it a gift? Is it 
prohibited?


Is there an 
exception?
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Gifts Between Employees


• 5 C.F.R. 2635.302(a)


• An employee may not:


 Directly or indirectly, give a gift or make a 
donation toward a gift for an official superior


 Solicit a contribution from another employee for 
a gift to either his own or the other employee’s 
official superior 
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Gifts Between Employees


• 5 C.F.R. 2635.302 (b)


• An employee may not, directly or indirectly, accept a 
gift from an employee receiving less pay than 
himself unless:


 No superior-subordinate relationship; and


 There is a personal relationship that would justify 
the gift
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OGE Gift Analysis for Gifts Between 
Employees  


It cannot 
be 


accepted


It can be 
accepted


NO NO YES


YES YES NOIs it a gift? Is it 
prohibited?


Is there an 
exception?
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Gifts Between Employees - Exceptions


• 5 C.F.R. 2635.304(a)


• On an occasional basis, including traditional 
gift giving situations
 Items with value of $10 or less (no cash)
 Food and refreshments shared in the office
 Personal hospitality in superior’s home
 Host/hostess gifts 
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• 5 C.F.R. 2635.304(b)


• On special infrequent occasions, a gift appropriate 
to the occasion may be given to an official 
superior or accepted from a subordinate or 
employee receiving less pay
 Occasion of personal significance


‒ e.g. marriage, illness, birth/adoption of child
 Occasion that terminates superior-subordinate 


relationship 


Gifts Between Employees - Exceptions
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• Group gifts are authorized for special infrequent 
occasions. If group includes subordinate:
 May solicit voluntary contributions up to $10


– Employees are free to donate more
 Total value of $300 per donating group. Must aggregate:


– Groups if same subordinate is in more than one 
– Gifts to spouse
– Pieces of larger gift


 Exclude value of food & entertainment at farewell event


Ref:  5 CFR 3601.104 / JER 2-203


Gifts Between Employees - Exceptions


 Gift must be appropriate to the 
occasion
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• Helpful Hints:


 Be proactive - be part of the planning process
 Keep the number of donating groups to a 


reasonable number (no competition)
 Ensure donation is voluntary
 Ensure contractors in workplace are not in the 


donating groups
 Remember purpose is to honor departing 


superior not to embarrass 


Gifts Between Employees - Exceptions
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Statutory Gift Acceptance Authorities
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Foreign Gifts
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• Emoluments Clause (U.S. Constitution, Art I, §9, Cl. 8)
 Employees may not personally accept gifts from a foreign government 


without Congress’ consent  
• Congress has consented to allow some gifts (Foreign Gifts & 


Decorations Act 5 USC § 7342) 
 Implemented by DODD 1005.13
 No solicitation of gift


• Individual may accept gift of “minimal value” 
 “Minimal” value” (retail value in U.S. at time of acceptance) = $415
 “Minimal value” threshold N/A to gifts of travel expenses incurred entirely 


outside the U.S. (e.g. meal in foreign country; see § 7342(c)(1)(B)(ii))
 Financial Disclosure Report filers report if >$415


• Must aggregate:
 Multiple gifts from donor at single presentation
 Gifts to spouse 


• Gifts > minimal value:  Refuse, return, or accept on behalf of 
DoD


Foreign Gifts
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Gifts of Travel 
From Foreign Governments


• Rule: An employee may accept gifts of travel or 
expenses from a foreign government: 
for travel taking place entirely outside the U.S. 
of more than minimal value if acceptance is 


consistent with the interests of the U.S.
• Solicitation is prohibited
• Approval authorities – check your service 


regulations
• Must file report with agency within 30 days after 


accepting travel expenses (5 U.S.C. § 7342(c)(3))


Ref:  5 U.S.C. § 7342(c)(1)(B)(ii)
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Gifts To The Government 
10 USC 2601(a)
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Gifts To The Government 
10 USC 2601(a)


• Authorizes Secretary concerned to “…accept, hold, 
administer, and spend any gift, devise, or bequest of real 
or personal property, made on the condition that it be used 
for the benefit, or in connection with the establishment, 
operation, or the department.” 


• Gifts of cash/proceeds from sale of property shall be 
deposited into the Treasury of the U.S. in a General Gift 
Fund for each department.


• Funds deposited into General Gift Fund will be distributed 
for the benefit or use of the designated institution or 
organization, subject to the terms of the gift, devise, or 
bequest. 



Presenter

Presentation Notes

(a)(2) authorizes the Secretary concerned to accept a gift of services for a military museum program from a nonprofit entity established for the purpose of supporting a military museum program.  It also permits the Secretary concerned to solicit gifts of certain personal property for the benefit of a military museum program. 
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Gifts To The Government 
10 USC 2601(b)


• Authority for government to accept gifts to 
benefit members, dependents and civilian 
employees who incur a wound, injury or illness 
in the line of duty


• Types of gifts include real property, personal 
property, money or services


• Implementing regulations in DoD Financial 
Management Regulation (FMR)
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Gifts to Wounded Soldiers and Families
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Wounded Warrior Gift Statute


• 10 U.S.C. 2601a  
Allows direct acceptance by employee / family / 


survivors, rather than by Government
 Implemented through FMR Vol 12 Chapter 34  


• Injury incurred in combat zone
 in war,
 conditions simulating war, or
 under “other circumstances” (Service Secretary 


determines)
• e.g. Ft. Hood, Washington Navy Yard  


• Ethics counselor review / approval required 



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Codified Sec. 8127 of the FY 2006 Defense Appropriations Act (previously implemented in JER Chapter 3, Section 4, Sections 3-400 to 3-406) Survivors added to cover individuals that are also Federal personnel and subject to the gift rules.Added “other circumstances” warranting analogous treatment, as determined by  Secretary concerned Ft. Hood Washington Navy Yard  Applies to covered members (active duty, full-time National Guard duty, or inactive duty training) and covered employees (DoD civilian) and their family members and survivors.For injury or illness to covered member or civilian under certain conditionsOn or after September 11, 2001Applies to injury or illness incurred:As a direct result of armed conflict; while engaged in hazardous service; in the performance of conditions simulating war; or through an instrumentality of war; In an operation or area designated as a combat operation or zone by SECDEF; orUnder “other circumstances” warranting similar treatment 
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• Secretary concerned makes “other 
circumstances” determination


• Secretary concerned:
 Service Secretary having jurisdiction over 


military reservation, installation, ship, aircraft,  
or facility where event occurs


 SECDEF where event does not occur at a 
location under the jurisdiction of a Service 
Secretary


Wounded Warrior Gift Statute
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• Does not apply to gifts that are:


 From a foreign government or international 
organization 


 Accepted in return for being influenced in the 
performance of official act


 Solicited or coerced


 Accepted in violation of any law


 Reflect adversely on DoD 


Wounded Warrior Gift Statute
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• Ethics counselor must review and approve gift prior 
to acceptance


 gift doesn’t discriminate on basis of official 
responsibility, rank or pay


 donor doesn’t have interests affected by 
performance of employee’s duties


 acceptance would not raise concerns about 
integrity of DoD programs/operations


Wounded Warrior Gift Statute
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Voluntary Services (10 USC 1588)
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Voluntary Services (10 USC 1588)
• Authorizes Secretary to accept voluntary 


services for
 Medical, dental, nursing, or healthcare
 Museums
 Family Support programs
 Funeral Detail
 Legal Assistance
 ASVAB proctors
 Translators registered / approved IAW statute
 Employer Support of the Guard and Reserve
 Services to facilitate MIA accounting 
 Volunteer law student interns
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Voluntary Services (10 USC 1588)


• Limitations


 Supervising to the same extent as a 
compensated employee


 Ensure that volunteer is licensed in accordance 
with applicable law


 No policy making or managerial responsibilities
 No compensation, except for incidental expenses
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Travel Payments From 
Non-Federal Sources
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• Rule:  Agencies may accept payment  from a 
non-Federal source for 
travel, subsistence, and related expenses 
in connection with an employee’s attendance 


at a meeting or similar function 
relating to his official duties


• 31 U.S.C. § 1353
• 41 C.F.R. Chapter 304
• JER Section 4-101


Travel Payments From 
Non-Federal Sources (31 USC 1353)
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Conditions for Acceptance
• Attendance at a meeting or similar function that is related 


to employee’s official duties


• Function takes place away from duty station (employee 
must be in a travel status)


• Employee attends in an official capacity


• Acceptance would not bring into question the integrity of 
DoD programs (conflict analysis)


• Acceptance generally approved in advance


• No solicitation


Travel Payments From 
Non-Federal Sources (31 USC 1353)
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Meeting or Similar Function
• Conferences, seminars, speaking engagements, 


symposia, training courses, awards programs, or 
other similar event sponsored or co-sponsored by a 
non-Federal source


• Excludes:
 Meetings or events required to carry out an agency’s 


mission
 Promotional Vendor Training or other meetings held for 


the primary purpose of marketing product/services  


Travel Payments From 
Non-Federal Sources (31 USC 1353)
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1353 Payments - Miscellaneous 


• Travel on Commercial Air
• Gift to Spouses
• Payments in excess of                  


Per Diem Limits
• Payment in Kind or 


Reimbursement
• Reporting Requirements 


Travel Payments From 
Non-Federal Sources (31 USC 1353)
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Summary


• Know the rules
• Appearances matter
• Be proactive
• Make the call!
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POST EMPLOYMENT SEMINAR QUESTIONS 


Question One: 


Major General Adams of the Army, is finishing his career working in the Office of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff.  He is approached by the USO for a position as he prepares to retire.  Before 
accepting the position, he signs off on the USO entertainment contract to be held at various 
defense base venues in the USA.  He subsequently accepts the offer to work at the USO and 
approaches DoD about base access for the event. Can he do this?  Is there a 1045 problem? 
 
 
Question Two: 
 
Rear Admiral Green has left the Navy to work for RKZ, an entity that arranges entertainment 
events for troops.  While Rear Admiral Green did not work directly on entertainment matters, 
members of his staff did during his last year of service.  Rear Admiral Green is sending a letter to 
the Navy Secretary asking whether the Navy can accommodate this request.  Is that a problem?  
What about 1045? 
 
 
Question Three: 
 
A former DoD employee prepares a DoD research grant on behalf of his new employer, the 
University.  The application is signed and submitted by another university officer, but it lists the 
former employee as the principal investigator who will be responsible for the substantive work 
under the grant. Can his name be used?  The grant is submitted to a full time career SES. 
 
 
Question Four: 
 
A former DoD employee GS- 15 now works for a DoD contractor that produces an operator’s 
manual for a radar device used by DoD.  In developing a chapter about the technical features of 
the device, the former employee asks a DoD official factual questions about the device and its 
properties.  Has he violated 207? 
 
 
Question Five: 
 
Colonel Tommy has just served on a source selection board that has awarded a 5 year contract at 
$8 million for the base year with four one year options at $3 million a year to the Kobe 
Corporation of Japan.  Colonel Tommy subsequently is offered a position with Kobe.  Any 
problems.   
 


 


 







 


Answers to Post-Government Employment Seminar Questions 


Question One:  This scenario raises major Post-Government Employment issues.  First, the 
Major General is an O-8.  18 U.S.C. § 207(c)(iv) applies 207c to all military officers in the pay 
grade of O-7 or above (it also applies to all civilian SES making base pay of $170,665 or more in 
2020).  Thus, 207(c) imposes a one year cooling off period for the Major General that prohibits 
him from representing another before his former agency whether he worked on a particular 
matter involving specific parties personally and substantially or not.  Here, the Major General is 
dual-hatted, so, he cannot represent another before two parts of the DoD.  His former agency is 
the Army, and since he finished his career at the Joint Chiefs of Staff, his former agency also 
includes the Joint Chiefs, the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) of which the Joint Chiefs 
are a part, all combatant commands and DoD field activities.  Regardless of any actions he has 
taken regarding the USO, he could not represent the USO before the Army or before the Joint 
Chiefs, combatant commands, DoD OSD offices and DoD field activities.   


Prior to retiring, the Major General signed a USO entertainment contract.  The post Government 
employment law prohibits Federal personnel from acting or communicating on behalf of another 
with the intent to influence the Government on a particular matter involving specific parties that 
he or she worked on personally and substantially.  18 U.S.C. § 207(a)  The signing constitutes 
personal and substantial participation.  5 C.F.R. § 2641.201(h)(5)(ii)(C)(i)(2 and 3).  The contract 
is a particular matter.  5 C.F.R. § 201(h)(5)(ii)(C).  So, 18 U.S.C. § 207(a)(1) would impose a 
lifetime ban prohibiting the Major General from participating in representing the USO before the 
Government on the USO entertainment contract to be held at various defense base venues in the 
USA. 


Finally, because the Major General signed the contract after being approached by the USO but 
before he retired, he is subject to the conflict of interest statute at 18 U.S.C. § 208.  This statute 
prohibits him from taking any official action that would have a direct and predictable effect on 
his financial interest which includes the interest of a prospective future employer.  Id.  There is 
no evidence here that he signed a disqualification.  Without the disqualification, he could be 
prosecuted for violating 18 U.S.C. § 208. 


As for 1045 of the NDAA for FY 2018, the entertainment contract would be an existing contract.  
So he may not violate 1045 by working on the contract, he still would violate 207. 


 


Question Two: 


This question suggests that Rear Admiral Green has violated 18 U.S.C. § 207 (a)(2), a provision 
that prohibits him from representing another before the Government on any matter that was 







pending under his supervision during his last year of Government service.  If he is representing 
back on the same RKZ contract to entertain troops when writing to the Navy that his 
subordinates worked on during his last year of service, then he would violate (a)(2).  If it was an 
RKZ contract to entertain veterans at a hospital, it would be a different matter, and he would not 
be violating (a)(2). 


As for 1045 of the NDAA for FY 2018, if it is the RKZ contract to entertain troops that the 
government wanted, then the contract would be an “existing contract” the exception where the 
government is looking for help, and no 1045 issue would arise. 


 


Question Three: 


 


Here, no act of communication with the intent to influence the Government has been committed.  
He is just signing an assurance that he will be responsible as the Principal investigator for the 
direction and conduct of research.  5 C.F.R. § 2641.201 (e)(2)(iv).  So, the former employee now 
acting as Principal investigator may have their name included in the grant proposal. 


Because the grant is not going to a political appointee or an O-7 or above but to an SES, 1045 
would not apply. 


Question Four: 


 


Limiting questions to facts to be included in the technical manual does not “fit” any of the 
elements of 207.  There is no act or communication with the intent to influence the government.  
He is just asking for facts about the device and its properties to be used in technical manual.  If 
he would attempt to market a product, that could result in a 207 violation. 


Because he is a GS 15, 1045 would not apply 


Question Five: 


 


This question raises concerns under the Procurement Integrity Act, 41 U.S.C. § 2101-2107.  This 
statute is the only one of the conflict of interest laws that prohibit Federal personnel from 
working for an entity for one year if the contract value exceeded $10 Million.  The one year runs 
from the last date of service which could be the date of award or date of selection.  All option 
years are included when calculating the $10 Million value.  48 C.F.R. § 3.104.1, definitions, 
“$10,000,000”.   







Here, because the contract would exceed $10 Million, and the employee was on the source 
selection board, he must obtain a post-Government employment letter from his ethics official 
consistent with section 847 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2008.   


Finally, because Colonel Tommy is going to work for a foreign country, it would be wise to 
inquire as to whether the company is controlled by a foreign government.  If so, the Colonel 
would need advance approval to work for the foreign Government (37 U.S.C. § 908).  Otherwise, 
he could violate the Emoluments Clause of the Constitution (Article 1, Section 9), and have his 
military retirement pay suspended.  65 Comp. Gen. 382 (1986, affirmed in 1990). 


1045 does not apply to a Colonel. 
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The Hatch Act restricts the 
political activity of civilian 
executive branch employees of 
the federal government. 


(The President and Vice President 
are not covered by the Act.)
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Political Activity is –
An activity directed toward the 


success or failure of a: 
Political Party
Candidate for Partisan Political 
Office, or a
Partisan Political Group 
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What is not political activity?
Activity not associated with a political party
 Legislation (Affordable Care Act, DACA)
 Ballot Initiatives focused on issue-oriented 


campaigns (i.e., gun control, transgender 
issues, medical marijuana)
 Candidacy in a nonpartisan election (no 


political party affiliations)
 Attending a march/rally (Black Live Matter,  


March for Life, Women’s March) 
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Coverage at DoD for Civilians
What Group Are You In?


Group 1
PAS
Non-career SES


Group 2
Career SES
Contract Appeals 


Board
NSA
DIA
NGA


Group 3
DoD Civilian 


Employees
 Schedule C 


Appointments


Hatch Act  Restrictions


Further  Restricted Less  Restricted
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When giving advice always ask these two 
questions:


What type of employee is asking?
Further restricted 
Less restricted  


Is it political activity?
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Permitted Activities  
All DoD Employees May:


 Place a campaign sign in their yard
 Place A campaign bumper sticker on their personal car
Make financial contributions to political parties or 


candidates running for partisan political office
 Express personal opinions on candidates and issues
 Attend political events
 Participate in nonpartisan elections
 Follow, like, or comment on the social media 


pages of a candidate for partisan office, a 
political party, or a partisan group
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Solicit, Accept or Receive Political Contributions


 May not host or serve as the POC for a fundraiser
 May not ask for donations by mail, email, or social media
 May not invite others to a fundraising event
 May not solicit through a phone bank 
 May not share or like a fundraising post on    social media


Prohibited Political Activities
Applicable to all DoD Employees - 24/7
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Navy civilian pays a civil fine of $1,000 and accepts a 
three-year debarment from federal employment


 While serving as Chairman of the Honolulu County 
Republican Party (HCRP), the employee created and used 
HCRP social media pages to solicit political contributions. 


 He also sent dozens of emails soliciting contributions for 
the Hawaii Republican Party (HRP), HCRP, and 
candidates for partisan political office.


 OSC found that the employee also had over 1,000 HRP-
and HRCP-related documents on his Navy computer. 
While on-duty he used his Navy computer to download, 
draft, edit, and publish partisan political materials, 
including updating the HCRP Facebook page. (10/2020)
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Prohibited Political Activities
Applicable to all DoD Employees


May Not Run for Public Office in a Partisan Election


Election where candidates are running with  
party affiliation 


(Democrat, Republican, Green, etc.)
Exception for designated communities            


– see 5 C.F.R. 733 
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Office of Special Counsel – January 2017 


NOAA employee removed from employment for repeatedly 
running as a candidate for a congressional seat in WA. Prior to 
removal, the employee had received several warnings from NOAA 
and OSC regarding his candidacy and was offered a way to come 
into compliance with the law.  


 The employee argued that congressional elections in WA were 
not partisan because of the state’s “top two” primary system. 


 OSC argued that the position for which the employee ran is a 
“partisan political office” per the Hatch Act, because political 
parties remain active in the process and candidates party 
preference can be listed on the ballot.
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Prohibited Political Activities
Applicable to all DoD Employees


May Not Use Official Authority to Affect the Outcome of 
an Election


 May not invite subordinates to campaign events
 May not use official title or position while engaging 


political activity
 May not use agency resources, e.g., official social 


media account while engaging in political activity
 May not use non-public information for political 


purposes
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Office of Special Counsel – January 2015 


USDA official approached a subordinate and outlined a proposal to 
establish a political action committee (PAC) in support of President 
Barack Obama’s 2012 reelection campaign. 


 The official told the subordinate that if the subordinate contributed to the 
official’s proposed PAC and the official received a political appointment, the 
official would help the subordinate obtain a career SES position. 


 OSC alleges that the official asked the subordinate for a $2,400 contribution. 
Twice in October 2011, the official suggested that the subordinate contribute 
their performance bonus to the proposed PAC. The official solicited the 
subordinate again in January 2012.


 OSC’s complaint charges the official with two counts of knowingly soliciting, 
accepting, or receiving a political contribution from any person; one count of 
using official authority or influence for the purpose of interfering with or 
affecting the result of an election; and one count of engaging in political 
activity in a room or building occupied in the discharge of official duties.







16Energy employee debarred from federal employment  
for three years


• A U.S. DOE employee violated the Hatch Act when she 
provided a tour of a radioactive waste treatment plant in 
Washington State to a candidate for U.S. Congress. 


• The purpose of the private tour was to provide the candidate 
with information for her campaign. The candidate had 
repeatedly sought a tour of the plant to demonstrate her 
familiarity with the project to potential voters. Citing potential 
Hatch Act violations, DOE denied the candidate’s requests.


• Three days before the employee gave the tour, she received a 
reminder about how such a tour could violate the Hatch Act. 
Information and photographs from the tour were then used to 
further the candidate's campaign.  (01/2020)
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Prohibited Political Activities
Applicable to all DoD Employees


May Not Engage in Political Activity While:


 On Duty (in a pay status or representing the agency)
 In a Federal Building (even when off-duty)
 Wearing a Uniform or Official Insignia
 Using a Government Vehicle
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Examples of Prohibited Political 
Activity in the Workplace


Buttons, Posters, Coffee Mugs, Screen Savers, 
etc., that support or oppose political parties or 
candidates running for partisan political office
E-mailing, blogging, tweeting, posting to social 


media, prohibited: 
 Even if using a personal device or email account
 Even if sharing or forwarding content which was           


authored by others
 Even if sharing or forwarding to friends or 


like-minded coworkers
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http://www.democraticstuff.com/Anti-RepublicanButtons.html
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Office of Special Counsel – October 2019


 A DLA employee violated the Hatch Act by displaying the 
words “Vote Republican" on a PowerPoint presentation 
that he gave while on duty and in the federal workplace.


 The employee had received extensive Hatch Act training 
and was explicitly told prior to giving the presentation that 
certain images he planned to use, including the “Vote 
Republican" image, would be problematic. 


 In a settlement agreement, the employee agreed to a 30-
day suspension without pay for his violation.
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Office of Special Counsel – October 2019


 A DLA employee violated the Hatch Act on numerous 
occasions by sending partisan political emails and making 
political Facebook posts while at work.


 The employee also used Facebook to solicit political 
contributions nearly two dozen times in violation of the 
Act.


 The employee admitted he was aware of the Hatch Act and 
that his supervisor had counseled him about the Act prior 
to engaging in the prohibited activity. 


 In a settlement agreement, the employee agreed to a 90-
day suspension without pay.
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“Less Restricted” Employees May:


 Volunteer for the campaign of a candidate for 
partisan political office
 Attend and be active at political rallies and meetings
 Join and hold office in a political party or political 


organization
 Work at the polls on election day for a candidate 


for partisan political office
 Assist in partisan voter registration drives


Permitted Activities
Applicable to “Less Restricted” Employees 
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Permitted Activities
Applicable to “Further Restricted” Employees 


“Further Restricted” Employees May:
 Express personal opinions about candidates and issues
 Attend (but not be active at) political rallies and meetings
 Make a financial contribution to a political party or 


candidate running for partisan political office
 Participate in nonpartisan elections
 Assist in nonpartisan voter registration drives
 Sign a nominating petition
 Place a campaign sign in their yard
 Place a campaign bumper sticker on their personal car
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Prohibited Activities
Applicable to “further restricted” employees 


May Not:


 Make campaign speeches
 Distribute campaign literature
 Organize a political rally, meeting or fundraiser
 Hold political party office or be a party delegate
 Participate in partisan voter registration drives
 Circulate nominating petitions


Key:  No activity in concert with a political party or candidate.
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Social Media Guidance for All Civilian Employees


May Not:


 Tweet, Retweet, Share or Like a post or content 
that solicits political contributions.


 Engage in political activity via social media while 
on duty or in the workplace (e.g., share, like, or 
retweet a post from a candidate or partisan group; 
or post/tweet a comment directed at the success or 
failure of a candidate or partisan group) 
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Social Media Guidance for All Employees


May Not:


 Use official authority or influence to affect 
outcome of an election (includes use of personal 
social media account)


 Use a social media account in your official 
capacity to engage in political activity


-- But including your official title or position on 
the profile of your personal social media page is 
okay
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27August 2, 1939


HatchActor@facebook.com


ilovethehatchact@


123 Main Street


555-555-5555


Hatch Actor


Republican, Democrat, etc.


Details about Hatch Actor


It is OKAY to fill in your 
political views on your 
Facebook profile, even 
if you also identify your 
place of work 
elsewhere on your 
profile.



http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=WZzFEHUMultS2M&tbnid=LfRu4KLlxvImAM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.karahly.com/stationary.html&ei=xXOMU4uWHqzmsATNtIKQDw&bvm=bv.67720277,d.aWw&psig=AFQjCNFgyL1vIM7XoFB0q7AxLYwFZk1rOg&ust=1401799994984901

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=SwTemTYrmas7HM&tbnid=bi4KhAKqn1X4VM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.salon.com/2013/09/24/teens_get_digital_eraser_bill_for_embarrassing_posts/&ei=eneMU9f7NY-pyATb-IKICw&psig=AFQjCNE2FQylZGcZrJJlbZQFeBOIjw2Ycg&ust=1401800950248934
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Office of Special Counsel - September 2017  


U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations Nikki Haley violated 
the law by retweeting President Donald Trump's endorsement 
of a South Carolina congressional candidate, according to the 
federal Office of Special Counsel.


 While the flagged message circulated from @nikkihaley, which is 
Haley's personal account, OSC concluded that because her 
personal Twitter account had so much indicia of her official role 
as Ambassador, it gave the impression that she was acting in her 
personal capacity.  (Official gov’t headshot, picture with POTUS 
and UN officials, many posts and photos were about UN matters.)
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Use of DoD Facilities and Resources
2020 Public Affairs Guidance


 Candidate for office may not engage in campaign or election 


related activities while on an installation. 


 A political candidate may access an installation to conduct 


official business; however, no candidate running for 


office is permitted access for campaign or election 


purposes.
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Installation Visits by Elected Officials and 
Candidates


 Distinguish type of visit:
 Official government visits = Yes


• Senator participates in “Town Hall” on Military Family issues
 Personal visit = Yes


• MOC Reservist goes to fitness center 
 Campaign visit or event = No


 No use of installation or facilities by candidates or for 
campaign activities
 Consult PA Guidance on Installation Visits by elected officials and 


candidates
 Guidance is intended to assist installation commanders by drawing 


bright and clear lines, insulate military members/federal employees 
from partisan politics
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Candidates at DoD Facilities 


 A candidate running for the U.S. Senate in FL contacted 
SOCOM to set up a “candidate tour” to discuss military 
issues.


 Sitting Congresswoman will discuss the working of the 
legislative branch to school children.  


 Senator has asked to use the auditorium at NDU to make a 
foreign policy speech.


 Congressman requests to hold a Congressional hearing on 
a Norfolk-based aircraft carrier. (During primary season.)
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Participating in political activity?
 Sharing a fundraising post of a candidate running 


for public office in a partisan election


 Using DoD email to forward an article about 
Congress cutting the budget


 Serving as an election judge for the county


 Receiving an email from a political party on your 
DoD email account
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Penalties for Violating the Act


Merit Systems Protection Board May Order 
An Employee’s –


 Removal
 Reduction in grade
 Debarment from employment
 Suspension
 Civil penalty
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Political Activities - Civilian Employees


 The Hatch Act, 5 U.S.C. 7321-7326
 5 C.F.R. Parts 733 & 734
 ECC Deskbook – Political Activities 
 SOCO website  
 OSC FAQs Federal Employees and the Use 


of Social Media, February 2018. 


Reference Materials
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Hatch Act Information/Advice 
Employees May:
Obtain answers to specific questions about political 


activity by calling the Office of Special Counsel 
(OSC) at 800-85-HATCH


Obtain written advisory opinions about the Hatch 
Act by contacting OSC by mail at:


U.S. Office of Special Counsel
1730 M Street NW (Suite 218)
Washington, DC  20036-4505


ATTN:  HATCH ACT UNIT 
Email:  hatchact@osc.gov
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Roadmap


• Define NFEs
• Principles and Rules
• Participation in NFE Events


• Personal Capacity
• Official Capacity


• Official Support to NFEs
• Analysis and Examples
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What is a NFE?


• Any organization or individual other than 
the U.S. Government
• Charities and not-for-profit organizations
• Professional associations
• Industry or Trade associations
• State and local governments
• Commercial enterprises
• Clubs and organizations operating on a 


military installation
• Professional sports teams
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Examples


4


Depiction ≠ Endorsement
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What do NFEs Request?


• Government property (things)
• Government personnel (support, 


speakers)
• Official endorsement


• Actual 
• Implied (e.g., use of seal/emblem)


• Information
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Example


6


defensecommunities.org/reconnect/
June 1, 2021
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Concerns


• Conflicts of interest
• Appearance of impartiality (if active 


participant)
• Government sanction or endorsement
• Preferential treatment
• Misuse of official resources
• Misuse of personnel 
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Principles


• 5 CFR 2635.101(b)
• #8: Be impartial--no 


preferential treatment to 
private org. or individual


• #9: Only use Gov’t property 
for authorized activities


• #7: Do not use public office 
for private gain


• #2: No official actions that 
conflict with personal 
financial interests
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Rules


• 5 CFR 2635, Subpart G—
Misuse of Position
• 2635.702 – Private gain, 


appearance of gov’t sanction, 
endorsement


• 2635.704, 705 – Use of gov’t 
property and official time


• 5 CFR 2635, Subpart H –
Outside Activities
• 2635.802 – Conflicting outside 


employment and activities
• 2635.807 – Teaching, Speaking, 


Writing
• JER Chapter 3
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Participation


Attending


Representing DOD/
Liaison 


Advising


Active Participation


Managing
Official 


or
Personal
Capacity?
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Personal Capacity


• Personal capacity:  permissible
• Must be voluntary and outside scope of official position
• Use of Military grade/Department (CPT Smith, US Army) 


permissible but use caution


• Potential issues:  
• Conflict of Interest with official duties?


• If holding position of trust, consider 18 USC 208
• Senior Official limitations 


• Impartiality?
• If active participant, consider 5 CFR 2635.502 


• Representation? 
• Prohibited by 18 USC 203/205


• Cautions
• No preferential treatment, endorsement, coercion to join, use of 


official resources, disclosure of non-public information
11
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Official Capacity


• Attending NFE meetings: permissible
• Supervisors authorize attendance in official capacity 


when it serves an official purpose (JER 3-200)
• Even if no actual cost, there must still be a legitimate 


purpose—watch for limited audience/special access
• Other issues:  Gifts of free attendance, meals, or 


travel  
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Official Capacity


• Representing DoD/Liaison 
• Appointed by Head of DoD organization


• If significant and continuing DoD interest served
• Represent DoD interests to NFE
• Official duty, but cannot bind DoD


• No conflict of interest
• Can use official time; reference title/position


• No involvement in management of NFE
• No voting


• Practice tip:  Written appt.
memorandum
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Example
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Official Capacity


15


• Advising NFEs
• DoD personnel, acting in their official capacity, 


should not serve as advisors, consultants, or serve 
on advisory boards of NFEs that are DoD contractors


• Customer focus groups may be permissible if done 
pursuant to a contract
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Official Capacity


16


• Active Participation
• Defense Standardization Program (DSP)


• Interface with non-Gov’t standards bodies on 
standardization policy issues (interoperability)


• Participate with defense treaty organizations and 
multinational organizations/forums on 
standardization policy


• May actively participate as members of councils; may 
vote on behalf of DoD.


• May not manage or control NFE.
• DoDI 4120.24, DoDM 4120.24
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Official Capacity


17


• Management (JER 3-202)
• DoD personnel are generally prohibited from managing or 


serving in positions of trust with NFEs
• Voting on internal NFE matters; serving as director, board member, trustee 


or other similar position


• Exceptions only by statute and with DoD GC approval
• 10 USC 1033 (Military); 10 USC 1589 (Civilian)


• Military Welfare Societies
• Non-profits that:  


• Regulate performance, standards, and policies of Mil. Healthcare Facilities
• Regulate athletic programs at service academies
• Accredit service academies and other mil. schools


• Other specific statutory authority exists 
• Written request to DoDGC and Fed. Reg. notice 


• 5 CFR 2640.203(m) exemption (COI)
• Very limited circumstances
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Example
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Boards of Directors


Can a DoD employee serve, with 
compensation, on the board of directors of 


a NFE in their personal capacity? 
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Boards of Directors (BOD) Policy


• DoD Policy
• No compensation for service on BOD
• No BOD service if NFE is a DoD contractor or focuses its 


business on military members
• Applicability


• General/Flag Officers (Regular and Reserve, but see policy)
• O-6 and below; E-9 serving in installation leadership position


• Ethics official may grant waiver for O-6 and below and E-9 upon finding of 
no endorsement


• Does not preclude if authorized by law or regulation
• Authority:  USD P&R Memorandum, Nov. 30, 2012


• SOCO website 
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Support to NFEs
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Concerns


• Conflicts of interest
• Appearance of impartiality (if member)
• Government sanction or endorsement
• Preferential treatment
• Misuse of official resources
• Misuse of personnel 
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Principles


• 5 CFR 2635.101(b)
• #8: Be impartial--no 


preferential treatment to 
private org. or individual


• #9: Only use Gov’t property 
for authorized activities


• #7: Do not use public office 
for private gain


• #2: No official actions that 
conflict with personal 
financial interests
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Rules


• 5 CFR 2635, Subpart G—
Misuse of Position
• 2635.702 – Private gain, 


appearance of gov’t sanction, 
endorsement


• 2635.704, 705 – Use of gov’t 
property and official time


• JER Chapter 3, Para 3-211
• DoDI 5410.19, Vols 1-4 (Sept. 


2021)
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Official Support to NFEs


• General Rule:  Prohibited
• Exceptions


• Support authorized by statute
• Military Relief Societies


• Private organizations on DoD Installations
• Limited Logistical Support


• Community Relations
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Support Authorized by Statute
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• For complete list, see 
• DoDI 1000.15, Encl. 3
• DoDI 5410.19, Vol 2, Table 1


• Examples:
• Medical (HJF, ARP)
• Scouting
• National Military Associations 


• Assistance at Nat’l Conventions only
• USO
• American National Red Cross
• Military Relief Societies
• Annual NDAA may contain special authority


• Ensure you are aware of the statutory limits on 
permissible support; each statute unique
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Military Relief Societies


• Support authorized within service 
regulations


• Authority to endorse membership and 
fundraising drives (among own members)
• JER 3-210
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• DoDI 1000.15 requirements must be met
• No special privileges (JER applies)
• Must not appear to be official


• No logos
• Name OK, but disclaimer required


• Requires approval by installation commander


Private Orgs. On DoD Installations
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Examples
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Other Support to NFE Events


• Non-fundraising, non-training events
• Logistical support on limited basis
• For authorized purposes only


• Must be of benefit to DoD, or
• Must be authorized by statute/regulation


• Community Outreach is an authorized purpose
• Heads of DoD organizations and commands 


may provide limited logistical support when 
they determine all of the following:  they 
determine all of the following
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JER 3-211a


(1) No interference with official duties;
(2) Supports public affairs or community relations;
(3) Appropriate for DoD association;
(4) In the interest of, or benefit to, local community or DoD;
(5) DoD willing to provide similar support to similar NFEs;
(6) Support not restricted by statute/regulation; and
(7) No admission fee (beyond reasonable cost); if fee is excessive 
(>$804/day), DoD support to event reduced from “limited” to 
“incidental.”
• See also, DoDI 5410.19, Vol 2, Para. 3.3 (Sept. 29, 2021).
• Must still determine whether there is authority to provide support.  If 


no explicit authority, then you may consider community relations, 
but must look to DoDI 5410.19 for guidance.


Incidental: Negligible or minimal impact on planning, scheduling, functioning, 
or audience draw of a public event.  <20% DoD speakers. 
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• Use JER 3-211 analysis
• Examples:


• Meeting rooms, Naval vessels for parties, 
medical supplies, etc.


• Additional restrictions:
• Applicable regulations for motor vehicles, MWR 


facilities (golf courses), GSA buildings, etc.
• No competition with local vendors
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Requests for DoD Property
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Official Mission v. Comm. Rel. Speech
• Speaking in Official Capacity


• Mission need/policy speech allowed by JER 
3-211(c)


• No JER 3-211(a) “support” analysis needed
• Gift issues


• Outreach speaking combines JER 3-211(a) 
and Public Affairs regulations guidance


VS.
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Community Outreach 


• An official DoD purpose
• Is event part of an approved plan?
• Coordination with Public Affairs is critical


• Coordinate with other services/organizations as 
needed


• References:
• DoDI 5410.19, Sept. 29, 2021


• Vol 1:  Policy Overview
• Vol 2:  Speaking, NFE Support
• Vol 3:  Patriotic & Military Observances
• Vol 4:  Ceremonial, Musical, Aerial Support
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Personal Speaking


• Speaking in personal capacity
• Teaching, Speaking, Writing rules


• No compensation allowed if matter related to 
your official duties


• Education/expertise exception
• PAS/Sch. C: outside earned income restrictions
• Disclaimer 


• If use mil. grade/official title
• If topic deals with DoD


policies, operations, or programs
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Additional Concerns


• Use of logo
• Endorsement 
• Protection of Intellectual Property 


• Restricted access events
• DoD can’t be the ‘draw’ for event
• Non-public information
• Impartiality of agency designee and travel 


approving official
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Support ≠ Endorsement


• General Rule:  No endorsement of a NFE, event, product, 
service.  Punitive restriction in JER.


• What is an endorsement?  
• Explicit (Present award; Honorary Chairperson)
• Implied (Misuse of photo or other protected mark)


• Permissible if authorized by statute or documenting 
compliance or recognition 
• e.g., Military Welfare Societies


• Cautionary areas:  
• Official correspondence (esp. thank you notes),


official photographs, social media


• Disclaimers (“retweet ≠ endorsement”)  
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https://www.defense.gov/Resources/Trademarks/DOD-Trademark-Licensing-Guide/


Protecting Intellectual Property
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https://www.defense.gov/Resources/Trademarks/DOD-Trademark-Licensing-Guide/


Protecting Intellectual Property
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Personnel Support
• Other than speaking


• Bands – generally patriotic opener only
• Statutory prohibition against use at activity not paid for by 


appropriated funds
• Menial purposes prohibited 


• Ushers, guards, escorts, crowd control, caddies/pin holders
• DoD 5410.19, V1, para. 4.6
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Recent Issue
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Recent Issue
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Final Thoughts


• Engagement with NFEs is permissible
• May further DoD mission
• No endorsement or preferential treatment


• When participating in NFE matters in a personal capacity, ensure 
there is no conflict of interest


• When participating in NFE matters in an official capacity, determine 
authority/approval, and limits of activities


• When analyzing requests for NFE support, determine whether 
authority exists to provide the requested support
• Statutory/regulatory authority
• Community Outreach


• Coordinate closely with your public affairs office
• Other ethics and legal issues will likely be involved
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Virtual Discussion


• Now back to that initial scenario
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Scenario
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defensecommunities.org/reconnect/
June 1, 2021
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SOCO Short Course
Conflicts of Interest


Laurie P. Rafferty


Defense Health Agency


April 5, 2022







 If you once forfeit the confidence of your fellow citizens, you can never 
regain their respect and esteem.  It is true that you may fool all of the people 
some of the time; you can even fool some of the people all of the time; but 
you can’t fool all of the people all of the time.  Speech at Clinton, Illinois, 
September 8, 1854—Abraham Lincoln







Conflict of Interest Laws: 


 18 USC § 208


 5 CFR § 2635.502


 18 USC § 201


 18 USC § 202


 18 USC § 203


 18 USC § 205


 18 USC § 207 & Procurement Integrity Act


 18 USC § 209


 18 USC § 216







What You Should Learn:


 To spot a 208 issue


 To spot a 203/205 issue


 To spot a 209 issue


 To spot a 502 issue







Conflict of Interest:


 Exists when an individual or corporation has the 
opportunity – real or perceived – to exploit their position 
for personal or corporate benefit. Corruption occurs when 
the individual or corporation takes advantage of that 
opportunity and indeed abuses their position for private 
gain.







Preventing Conflicts of Interest


 The primary mission of the Executive Branch Ethics 
Program is to prevent conflicts of interest on the part of 
Executive Branch employees.  5 CFR 2638.101(a)


 How is that accomplished?


 Ethics training


 Financial disclosure 







18 USC § 208


 An employee is prohibited from participating 
personally and substantially in an official capacity 
in any particular matter in which, to his 
knowledge, he or any person whose interests are 
imputed to him under this statute has a financial 
interest if the particular matter will have a direct 
and predictable effect on that interest







Participate Personally & Substantially 


 Participate:  decision, approval, recommendation, 
investigation or rendering of advice


 Personally:  directly, and includes the participation of a 
subordinate when actually directed by the Government 
employee


 Substantially:  of significance to the matter (not 
administrative)







Particular Matter:


 Matter focused upon the interests of specific persons, or a 
discrete and identifiable class of persons


 Does not extend to broad policy options or consideration 
directed toward the interest of a large and diverse group


 Key:  Can you identify who is involved?







Direct and Predictable


 Direct:


 Close causal link between any decision or action in the 
matter, &


 Any expected effect of the matter on the financial 
interest


 Predictable:


 Real as opposed to speculative possibility


 Matter will effect the financial interest


 Magnitude of gain/loss is immaterial (no de minimis)







Financial Interest:


 Any current or contingent ownership, equity or security 
interest in real or personal property or a business.  
Includes:


 Financial instruments or investments such as stocks, 
bonds, mutual funds and real estate


 Salary, indebtedness or job offer


 Ask:  Is there a real possibility that someone may gain or 
lose as a result of Government action on the particular 
matter?







IMPUTED INTERESTS:


 Spouse


 Minor child


 General partner


 Organization in which the Gov employees serves as officer, 
director, trustee or employee


 Prospective employer







Applies to


 Federal Civilian Employees


 Military Personnel


 Active and Reserve


 Officers


 Enlisted (not 208)


 Special Government Employees


 Presidential Appointees (Non-career SES & Schedule C)







Resolve Conflict:


 Disqualification/Recusal


 Divest financial interest


 Individual waiver


 Reassignment/change of duty


 Regulatory exemption


 Waiver for Special Government Employees







Regulatory Exemptions
-Pooled Investments (208(b)(2))


 Widely Diversified Mutual Funds (no limit)


 Sector Mutual Funds (capped at $50,000)


 Employee Benefit Plans 


 5 CFR 2640.201 







Regulatory Exemptions
-Securities


 De minimis (capped at $15,000)
 De minimis for matters affecting nonparties ($25,000)
 De minimis for matters of general applicability ($25,000 in 


any one/$50K,000 total in all)
 Short Term Federal Securities
 Securities Owned by Tax Exempt Organizations (& 


employee is an unpaid officer, director or employee)
 General Partners (certain interests)
 5 CFR §2640.202







Regulatory Exemptions
-Miscellaneous


 Hiring Decisions


 Leave of Absence


 Multi-Campus Institution


 Official Duties


 Commercial Discounts


 Mutual Insurance Company


 Special Government Employees


 Official Participation in Nonprofit Organizations


 5 CFR § 2640.203







Waiver
208(b)(1)


 If the disqualifying financial interest is not so substantial 
as to affect the integrity of the employee’s services to the 
Government


 Must be issued in advance of action


 Issued by Secretary & coordinated with U.S. Office of 
Government Ethics


 Publicly available


 RARE (almost never)







Waiver
203(b)(3)


 For special Government employee serving on a Federal Advisory 
Committee


 Based on agency determination that the need for the sGe’s services is 
outweighed by the potential conflict of interest


 Identity of sGe & his qualifications a factor


 Issued prior to action


 Consult with U.S. Office of Government Ethics when practicable


 Publicly available


 RARE (almost never)







PROHIBITED Financial Interests


 If prohibited by statute


 If prohibited by agency regulation


 If prohibited by agency determination of a conflict of 
interest


 PAS officials may have additional restrictions based on 
their Ethics Agreements







208 & Financial Disclosure Nexus


 If you understand 208, then you will understand the 
importance of the financial disclosure reporting system 
(278 & 450).  It is how we as ethics officials find & resolve 
conflicts.







War Stories
#1 & 2


 Druyan—prospective employer


 Stadd—outside employer







5 CFR § 2635.502
Impartiality (Appearance of Bias)


 Employees are prohibited from participating on particular 
matters where a person with whom they have a covered 
relationship is a party to the matter or represents a party 
to the matter 







Covered Relationship:


 Persons with whom the employee has or is seeking a business or a 
financial relationship (other than a routine consumer transaction); 


 Members of employee’s household; 


 Close relatives; 


 Employers and clients of employee’s parents, dependent children, and 
spouse (and their prospective employers and clients); 


 Former non-Federal employers and clients (for a one-year period, or a 
two-year period if received an extraordinary severance payment from 
the former employer before entering into Federal service); and 


 Organizations in which the employee is an active participant (other 
than political organizations)







Waiver


 If the employee’s action would NOT violate 18 USC § 208, 
but would raise a question in the mind of a reasonable 
person about the employee’s impartiality, the agency 
designee may authorize the employee’s participation in 
the matter based on a determination made in the light of 
all relevant circumstances that the interest of the 
Government in the employee’s participation outweighs 
the concern that a reasonable person may question the 
integrity of the agency’s programs and operations.  5 CFR 
§ 2635.502(d).







War Stories
#3


 Gov employee & outside organization president is the key 
note speaker at the outside organization’s annual 
meeting, and he is on official time and Gov travel orders 







5 CFR § 2635.501
“The Catch-all”


 Employees who are concerned that others may question 
their impartiality for reasons other than covered 
relationships may request a written determination from 
their ethics official under 501, and the ethics official will 
use the process in 502 to provide a determination.


 Who asks for this?


 Gov employees dating contractor employees


 Gov employees taking meetings with their battle 
buddies who represent contractors







Remaining Criminal Conflict of Interest 
Statutes


 201


 202


 203/205


 207


 209


 216







18 USC § 201
Bribery Statute


 Quid Pro Quo


 Crime to corruptly give, offer or promise anything of value 
directly or indirectly to a Gov official with the intend to 
influence any official act or the commission of fraud


 Crime for the Gov official to accept







War Story
#4


 US Attorney’s Office for SDNY prosecutions of DOC 
employees 







18 USC § 202


 Defines special Government employee (sGe)


 Defines Government official & employee—excludes 
enlisted







War Story
#5


 The definition of a special Gov employee







18 USC § 203
Representation/Compensation


 Gov employees are prohibited from accepting 
compensation for representing a third party back to the 
Gov


 Limitations for special Government employees


 Exemptions for representing the employee’s parents, 
spouse, child or any person or estate for which the 
employee is guardian, executor, administrator, trustee 
or other personal fiduciary







18 USC § 205
Representation


 Gov employees are prohibited from representing third 
parties back to the Gov


 Limitations for special Government employees


 Exemptions for representing the employee’s parents, 
spouse, child or any person or estate for which the 
employee is guardian, executor, administrator, trustee 
or other personal fiduciary







War Story
#6


 Director & speaker requests from ADSMs







Post Gov Employment Restrictions


 Procurement Integrity Act


 18 USC § 207


 Both statues will be covered in detail by SOCO’s Jeff 
Green on Wednesday 







18 USC § 209
Supplementation of Salary


 Prohibits a third party from paying salary or any 
contribution to Gov employee for performing his 
Government


 Includes gifts







War Story
#7-9


 $20K retention bonus


 Boy Scouts & Astronauts


 Secretary Espy







18 USC § 216
Penalty Statute


 Imprisoned for not more than one (1) year


 Willful engagement, imprisoned for not more than five (5) 
years


 Fined $50,000


 Per count







What we learned--


 208  Conflicts


 2635.502  Appearance of Bias


 201  Bribes


 202  Definitions


 203/205  Representation


 209  Supplementation of Salary 







Test Your Knowledge


 May I work on matters for the Gov that affect my spouse’s 
employer?


 May I continue to work on matters affecting my prospective 
employer?


 May I serve on an SSEB where my former employer is a 
competitor?


 May I represent my elderly neighbor in a proceeding before the 
IRS?


 May I accept a post Pandemic/Return to Work gift of a weekend 
stay at a spa from a company with a Gov contract for which I 
am the COR?







References:


 18 USC §§ 201-209, 216


 5 CFR Parts 2635, 2638 & 2640


 DoD 5500.07-R (JER), Chapters 2, 3 & 5


 www.usoge.gov


 http://ogc.osd.mil/defense_ethics/


 Ethics Community (War Stories)



http://www.usoge.gov/

http://ogc.osd.mil/defense_ethics/





 Nearly all men can stand adversity, but if you want to test a man’s character, 
give him power.







QUESTIONS???
Ask now or contact me at:


Laurie.p.rafferty.civ@mail.mil


703-681-6024



mailto:Laurie.p.rafferty.civ@mail.mil
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ETHICS COUNSELOR’S 
DESKBOOK


Post-Government Service 
Employment Restrictions


2022







In 2004, Darleen Druyun, a former procurement executive in the Air 
Force, plead guilty to illegal job talks with Boeing and showing bias to 
the company in exchange for a $250,000/year vice president job and 


employment for her daughter and future son-in-law.


She later served nine months in jail, had a $5,000 fine, served 150 
hours of community service and had seven months of community 


confinement after release.


2022







Road Map


• Purpose of Restrictions
• Seeking Employment
• Federal Employment                        


Restrictions
• Private Employment                    


Restrictions
• Foreign Employment Restrictions
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Seeking Employment


• Conflicts of Interest
• Gifts From Prospective Employers
• Working on Terminal Leave


2022







Conflicts of Interest
18 U.S.C. § 208


5 C.F.R. § 2635.402


• You may not take any official action that affects a 
company with which you are negotiating for 
employment or have an arrangement concerning 
prospective employment


• JER 5-301 applies to National Guard and enlisted 
personnel
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Seeking Employment


• Discussion or communication with another 
person, or such person’s agent or 
intermediary, mutually conducted with a 
view toward reaching an agreement 
regarding possible employment with that 
person


2022







“Seeking Employment”
• 5 C.F.R.2635.603(b)
• You are “seeking employment” when you:


– engage in negotiations
– make unsolicited employment contact


• includes sending resume
• excludes requesting job application


– respond to unsolicited proposal                          
(except unconditional rejection)
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Seeking Employment Examples
5 C.F.R. 2635.603 (ten examples)
Not seeking:  
• posting resume on line
• stating “I am not talking to anyone about 


employment until I leave the Government”
Seeking
• Deferring job discussion until the project is 


finished
• When you learn the headhunter gave your resume 


to two companies and you don’t reject the 
company overture2022







Termination of
Seeking Employment


• You are no longer “seeking employment” 
when:
– either party rejects proposal and discussions 


have terminated, or
– two months have passed after mailing resume 


and no response
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Disqualification
• To avoid violation:


– Take no action
– Written notice to                                  


supervisor (JER 2-204)
– Supervisor response:


• written 
• shielding procedures
• copy to Ethics Counselor, subordinates
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Former
Procurement Integrity Act


• Special reporting rules for procurement officials
– Contacts with bidders/offerors in              


procurements ≥$250K
– Written “contact report”
– Special disqualification notice


• Pre-award disclosure of                             
procurement information prohibited               
(present and former officials)
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The Reverse


2022







Gifts From Prospective 
Employers


5 C.F.R. § 2635.204(e)(3)


• Meals, lodging, transportation,                        
etc. customarily offered


• Don’t forget to disqualify                              
- if necessary
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Terminal Leave
• May work while on terminal leave
• Financial disclosure form filers (450/278) 


must obtain agency designee approval if 
employer will be prohibited source


• Active Duty Officers may not accept outside 
employment that will interfere with duty 
performance or require separation from 
service – 10 U.S.C. 973(a)
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Federal Employment
While on Terminal Leave


• If not a “civil office”
– may receive pay for Federal                    


position and military pay                                
and allowances during                            
terminal leave


– 5 U.S.C. 5534a
– DODD 1344.10
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No Civil Offices
During Terminal Leave!


• Civil Office Statute - 10 U.S.C. § 973
– Active duty military officers may not           


hold civil office
• Federal/State/Local
• Exercise Sovereign Power
• USA/DA/City Attorney
• AUSA/ADA
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Can’t Be an Agent
While on Terminal Leave!


• 18 U.S.C. §§ 203/205
• Cannot act as an agent 


for another before any 
Federal agency
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Retired At Last!!!
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Restrictions on 
Federal Employment


• 6-month cooling-off period
before working in DoD
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6-Month Cooling-Off Period
• No civilian employment                           


within DoD for 6 months                               
(5 U.S.C. 3326)


• Applies to all retired                          
military members


• Waivers available from Secretary of 
hiring component 


• Emergency exception no longer 
available2022







Representational Restrictions
18 U.S.C. § 207


• Designed to curb “switching sides”


• DOES NOT prohibit                     
acceptance of                              
employment


• MAY restrict                                          
scope of former                                           
employee’s                                       
activities 


“Just 
kidding”
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Representational Restrictions
18 U.S.C. § 207; 5 C.F.R. 2641


• Prohibits representing another before     
U.S. Government with                          
intent to influence
– Lifetime ban
– 2-year ban
– 1-year cooling-off period                                


for senior employees
– 1-year ban on treaty negotiations
– 1-year ban on senior employees representing 


foreign entities


“We represent the Lollipop Guild!”
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Lifetime Ban
• 18 U.S.C. § 207(a)(1)
• May not:


– Communicate/appear on behalf of            
another 


– With “intent to influence”
– Regarding a “particular matter”
– Involving specific parties
– Where participated “personally and 


substantially” as Federal employee
– Behind-the-scenes assistance permitted
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Communication or Appearance
5 C.F.R. 2641.201(d)


• Communication – any oral, written, or 
electronic communication that former 
employee intends to be attributed to himself


• No requirement that former employee be 
recognized by current employee


• Appearance – Physically present
• Behind the scenes assistance – permitted but 


be careful of 3rd party intermediary 
communications2022







Intent to Influence   
5 C.F.R. 2641.201(e)


• Present when made for the purpose of
– Seeking a government ruling, benefit, approval, or 


other discretionary action or affecting government 
action in a matter involving a dispute or controversy


• Not Present when made for the purpose of
– Making routine requests not involving a potential 


controversy, factual statements not involving element 
of dispute or effort to seek discretionary act of 
government, and social contacts 
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Intent to Influence (cont)


• Mere physical presence – relevant factors to 
consider set forth in                                       
5 C.F.R. 2641.201d(e)(4)
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Particular matter involving 
specific parties


• Particular matter – includes a judicial or other proceeding, 
application, request for a ruling or other determination, 
contract, claim, controversy, or investigation.  Generally, 
does not include rulemaking, formulation of general 
policy, standards or objectives, or other matters of general 
application.
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Particular matter involving 
specific parties 


5 C.F.R. § 2641.201(h) (cont)


• Would not include matters of general 
applicability (legislation or rulemaking)


• International agreements – maybe 
depending on focus (e.g. specific claim)


• Must be specific parties at all relevant times 
(both when participating as a government 
employee and making the post-employment 
communication or appearance) 
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Same Particular Matter Involving Specific 
Parties


5 C.F.R. § 2641.201(h)(5)


• Contracts, grants, or agreements
– Generally new particular matter does not arise 


simply because of a contract modification
– Generally successive or otherwise separate 


contracts are new particular matters
– Generally, a contract is a single particular 


matter
– Individual delivery order or task order could be 


a separate particular matter in some cases
2022







Before an Employee of the US
5 C.F.R. § 2641.201(f)


• Includes any current Federal employee
• Public Commentary – address at a public 


gathering, conference, seminar, or other 
similar forum as a speaker or panelist is not 
a prohibited communication if forum is
– Not Government sponsored or co-sponsored
– Attended by a large number of people
– Significant portion of attendees are not US 


employees2022







On Behalf of Another Person
5 C.F.R. § 2641.201(g)


• “Person” broadley defined.  It includes an 
individual, corporation, company, 
association, firm, partnership, society, joint 
stock company or any other organization, 
institution, or entity.


• It does not include the former employee 
himself or any sole proprietorship owned by 
the former employee2022







Personal and Substantial


• Participate personally and substantially
– to participate directly and significantly 
by decision, approval, recommendation, 
rendering of advice or investigation.  
Includes actions of a subordinate if 
actually directed by the former employee.
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Representational Restrictions
2-Year Ban


• 18 U.S.C. § 207(a)(2).  May not, within 2 
years of termination of Government service
– Communicate/appear on behalf                        


of another
– With “intent to influence”
– Regarding a “particular matter”
– Involving specific parties
– Under “official responsibility”                  


during last year of Government service
• Behind-the-scenes assistance permitted2022







Representational Restrictions
Definitions


• Official responsibility – direct administrative or operating 
authority, whether intermediate or final, and either 
exercisable alone or with others, and either personally or 
through subordinates, to approve, disapprove, or otherwise 
direct Government action.


• “Acting” – official responsibility may be affected


• Leave status – official responsibility is not affected by 
annual, sick, or terminal leave, excused absence or leave 
without pay.


• Disqualification – official responsibility is not affected


.2022







Representational Restrictions
1-Year Cooling-Off Period


• 18 U.S.C. § 207(c)
– Applies to former senior employees               


(personnel whose basic pay exceeded 
86.5 percent of the rate for level II       
of the Executive Schedule (EL II).


– Prohibits communication or               
appearance before former agency,                  
on behalf of another with intent to 
influence, on any matter where official 
action is sought
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Section 1045 of the National Defense 
Authorization Act for 2018


• Effective December 12, 2017, Congress enacted additional 
post-Government employment restrictions for senior 
personnel departing the Department of Defense after that 
date. Section 1045 restricts “lobbying activities” with 
respect to DoD matters by certain senior civilian officials 
and officers. Departing flag and general officers and senior 
civilian equivalents are prohibited from lobbying the 
Department or certain other executive branch officials 
regarding DoD matters for a one or two year period after 
departure, depending on seniority. (no componenting).  
Must be subject to 207(c) to be subject to 1045.
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Section 1045 of the National Defense 
Authorization Act for 2018(cont)


• O-9 and O-10 and SES Tier 3 have a two year cooling off
• O-7 and O-8 and SES Tier 1 and 2 have a one year cooling 


off
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Section 1045 of the National Defense 
Authorization Act for 2018(cont)


• Note, however, “behind the scenes” 
assistance is only prohibited when 
performed by a former senior official in 
support of a lobbying activity with a 
covered executive branch official outside of 
the Department of Defense (DoD) 
pertaining to a matter with respect to the 
DoD. 
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Section 1045 of the National Defense 
Authorization Act for 2018(cont)


• “Behind the scenes” assistance is NOT prohibited in 
support of lobbying activities with a covered executive 
branch official in DoD.  Former senior officials are still 
prohibited from participating in a lobbying contact with a 
covered executive branch official in DoD or outside of 
DoD pertaining to a matter with respect to DoD “Covered 
Executive Branch Official” includes all political 
appointees and O-7 and above military members.  So you 
could appear before a career SES or a GS-15 or below.  


2022







1-Year Cooling-Off Period
under 18 U.S.C. section 207


but not 1045
• Behind-the-scenes assistance permitted
• Communications to other DoD          


components permitted
• Dual-Hatted


2022







DoD 10 Separate Components FOR PURPOSES OF 
18 U.S.C. section 207 and not 1045


• Defense Information Systems Agency
• Defense Intelligence Agency
• Defense Logistics Agency
• Defense Threat Reduction Agency
• Department of the Air Force
• Department of the Army
• Department of the Navy
• National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency
• National Reconnaissance Office
• National Security Agency
• Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
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Existing Government Contract that you worked on  


• For Purposes of 207, a violation if you work on it 
and represent company back before the same part 
of DoD


• Ok Under 1045


2022







Representational Restrictions
1-year Ban on Treaty Negotiations


• 18 U.S.C. § 207(b). May not represent, aid, or 
advise anyone concerning ongoing treaty 
negotiations if:
– participated personally and                 


substantially in negotiations                         
during last year of service


– had access to inside information
– representation, assistance, or advice is based on 


such inside information
• NO behind-the-scenes assistance allowed2022







Representational Restrictions
1-Year Ban Relating to Foreign Entities


• 18 U.S.C. § 207(f)
– Applies to former senior employees          


(personnel whose basic pay exceeded                      
86.5 percent of the rate for level II                            
of the Executive Schedule (EL II).)


– Prohibits, within 1 year                                           
of terminating Government service:


• representing foreign entity before any                     
U.S. department, agency, etc. with intent to influence


• aiding or advising foreign entity with intent to 
influence decision of U.S. official


– NO behind-the-scenes assistance2022







207 Exceptions/Waivers
• See table in 5 C.F.R. 2641.301(l) for 


specific applicability
• Include:


– Acting on behalf of State or Local government, 
hospital or medical research organization, 
accredited degree granting institutions 
(“university exception but must be employee; 
not independent contractor or consultant 
.301(c)(2))


– Furnishing scientific or technological 
information


– Testimony under oath
2022







Procurement Integrity Act
• No longer has a name;                         


codified on 1/4/11 at 41 U.S.C. 2101-2107
• Still Applies to employees who retire on or 


after 1 January 1997; just finally codified
• Bars acceptance of compensation from                          


contractor for 1 year after certain 
participation in procurement of:
– contracts, subcontracts,                 


modifications, and other                           
actions > $10M 
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Triggers
• Served as Procuring Contract 


Officer, Source Selection 
Authority, Source Selection 
Evaluation Board Member, 
Chief of Financial or 
Technical Evaluation Team 
for procurement > $10M


• Served as Program Manager, 
Deputy Program Manager, 
or Administrative 
Contracting Officer for 
procurement > $10M


• Personally made decision to:
– award a contract, subcontract, 


modification, or task order    
> $10M 


– establish overhead or other 
rates applicable to contract    
> $10M


– approve issuance of a contract 
payment > $10M


– pay or settle a claim > $10M
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Executive Order 13989
and Pledge


• Applies to Civilian Political Appointees
• No former political appointee can lobby 


covered executive branch official for a 
certain period.


• One year “cooling off under 18 U.S.C. 207 
is extended to two years. 


• Restriction on representing Foreign 
Governments before the Federal Government
2022







STOCK Act


• Within 3 days of negotiating salary 
with a non-Federal employer, the 
public financial disclosure filer must 
file a notice of negotiation.


• For 0-7 and above and SES, we often 
use a combined disqualification and 
Stock Act Notice
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Foreign Entity
• Foreign government
• Person/group exercising                     


sovereign political jurisdiction
• Foreign political parties
• Foreign commercial corporation                 


if exercises the function of a sovereign
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Foreign Employment
• Constitution, Article I, § 9, clause 8


– No title of nobility shall be granted by the 
United States:  And no Person holding any 
Office of Profit or Trust under them, shall, 
without the Consent of the Congress, accept 
of any present, Emolument, Office,                      
or Title, of any kind whatever,                     
from any King, Prince, or                         
foreign State.
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• Congressional Consent via Statute
– Civil Employment
– Military forces of                                                                               


“newly democratic nation”
• SEC of SERVICE and


SECSTATE approval required
for employment with a foreign government


– includes any entity owned or controlled by a foreign 
government, e.g., commercial or educational entities


SEC of SERVICE only if not compensation


Foreign Employment 
(Retired Military)
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Foreign Employment
• May require registration as a Foreign Agent 


with Department of Justice
• Loss of Citizenship?


– Generally means                                                                
loss of military retiree pay


• POCs
– ECC Deskbook                                                   


for each service
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Public Financial Disclosure 
Report Filers


• Must file termination OGE 278e
– not more than 30 days after retirement


date  (Note OGE regulation permits 
filing up to 15 days before leaving)
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In 2004, Darleen Druyun, a former procurement executive in the Air 
Force, plead guilty to illegal job talks with Boeing and showing bias to 
the company in exchange for a $250,000/year vice president job and 


employment for her daughter and future son-in-law.


She later served nine months in jail, had a $5,000 fine, served 150 
hours of community service and had seven months of community 


confinement after release.
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JER CHANGES
• Must include discussion of post-employment 


and disqualification issues in annual ethics 
training


• Annual certification that public disclosure 
filers are aware of post employment laws


• Ethics officials provide post-employment 
counseling as part of exit briefing


2022







OPM Notice
• Departments and agencies must notify all 


public filers subject to 18 U.S.C. 207(c) 
what the restrictions are, restrictions 
regarding 18 U.S.C. 207(f), and the 
penalties for violating 18 U.S.C. 207.           
5 C.F.R. part 730
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Senate Armed Services Committee 
Requirement


• Maintain database of PSGE opinions for SES, 
General and Flag Officers paid at 0-7 or above, 
Procurement Officials set forth in 41 U.S.C. 423 
which is now 41 U.S.C. 2101-2107, and those 
officials in an Executive Schedule position 
under subchapter II of Chapter 53, Title 5, 
United States Code (political appointees), 
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Senate Armed Services Committee 
Requirement (cont.)


• who, within two years after leaving service 
in the Department, expect to receive 
compensation from a defense contractor.  
P.L. 110-181, section 847
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• These officials must request the opinion in 
the situation where they participated 
personally and substantially in an 
acquisition in excess of $10,000,000. 


Senate Armed Services Committee 
Requirement (cont.)
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• Retain opinions for 5 years
• IG shall conduct periodic reviews to ensure 


opinions are provided and retained
• Centralized Database is AGEAR (After 


Government Employment Advisory Repository) 
(Must load 847 opinion into AGEAR in a timely 
manner)


Senate Armed Services Committee 
Requirement (cont.)
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Materials


• PGE Service Employment Questionnaire 
DD Form 2945


• Form Letters
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Questions


2022
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Agenda:
 DoD Community Engagement Policy
 Evaluation and Determination 
 DoD Support to NFE for Public Affairs Activities


D
IS


C
U


SS
IO


N  Examples of Permissible Support
 NASCAR Coca-Cola 600 


 Examples of Inappropriate Support / Non-permissible



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Because you’ve heard about NFEs, and other ethics matters.  I want to expound on those but also introduce another ethical topic that you probably see but don’t address on a regular basis.  we’d like to at least hit some high points of scenarios that generally bring PA and Ethics Attorneys together.  Here’s what we want to attempt to cover.   Subject to your interest and questions.  Is there a topic that you wanted to learn about that’s NOT on this list?  If so, what is it?Why is Community Outreach Important?Regulations that govern community outreach activitiesMost frequent requests for guidance Implied endorsementCONUS-based assets traveling overseas  (WWII 75, D-Day 75)Wearing of the uniform, DoDI 1334.01, “Wearing of the Uniform”Who’s the approving authority?Official vs. Personal Capacity when volunteering to support event in uniformPublic speakingGame show programsCommunity outreach (i.e.  parade)Fund raisersPolitical AdsMisuse of SealsEndorsementCommercial useAuthorized use of emblems, coat of arms 	Social Media and public affairsIt’s a tool we use. Policy is owned by CIO
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

I like this overhead shot because it captures most of the support that we provide for outreach events – flyover, band, troops, static displays, and use of military insignia.Community outreach supports each of the National Defense Strategy’s 3 Lines of effort:LOE #1:  Lethality – maintain an all volunteer force   (Outreach helps w/ this via indirect support to Recruiting; informing Am. Public about its military LOE #2:  Partnerships (Outreach provides that SOFT POWER w/ allies via International Military tattoos, embassy engagements)LOE #3:  Reform and efficiencies – (we’re striving to work smarter by publishing annual outreach plan that includes all MilDeps, CCMDs).  Why do we support sports?NASCAR is patriotic.They actually honor the service members during Memorial Day weekend and beyond.  They thank and introduce service members instead of having service members WORK, like some other sports (e.g., PGA and pin flag holders).Look at the crowd.- Super Bowl – the international audience gives us a platform to reach millions – showing our service members- even though messaging ops are limited.What does outreach have to do with you?  Let me hear some examples of when you think your local Public Affairs Officer will contact you. You shared some topics, that we want to get to.Many times, Your PAO may seek your legal opinion when: (1)  requests to support fundraisers come in (2)  U.S. Embassy requests (3)  We’re in the midst of the political season, what’s permitted?  What’s not? (4) Service members want to know if they can wear their uniform to some event (you fill in the blank), (5)  ceremonial units want to know why they have to pay for their lodging while the bands do not.  (may not be an ethical issue per se but good for you to know)THERE ARE SEVERAL GOVERNING DOCUMENTS FOR PA MATTERS.  The overarching is DoDD 5122.05, which establishes the ATSD (PA) authorities. NEXT SLIDE. ARE THERE OTHER REQUESTS THAT CROSS YOUR DESK THAT WE’VE NOT MENTIONED?  What are some examples?O&M funds should be used for community outreach events, except in instances where unsolicited contributions of money, personal property, or services are offered pursuant to Section 974(d) of Title 10, U.S.C., for the benefit of a military musical unit for events that align with the DoD’s mission, current DoD Strategic Public Affairs Outreach Plan or approved by the ATSD(PA), in accordance with this instruction.(1)  Acceptance of cash is prohibited; however, cash instruments (i.e., gift cards) are authorized. (2)  Personal property such as uniforms, musical instruments, and buses are acceptable.  (3)  Military musical units may accept in-kind services such as restaurant meal voucher, lodging, or local transportation near an event venue with no transfer of cash as a sponsor’s gift of services pursuant to Section 974(d) of Title 10, U.S.C.(4)  Section 974(d) of Title 10, U.S.C., has no applicability to gifts for the benefit of drill teams, salute batteries, honor guards, parachute demonstration teams, or jet demonstration teams, and thus cannot be used as the basis for acceptance of gifts for these units.  However, these units may be eligible to accept in-kind gifts of services offered under other legal authorities, provided the General Counsel of the concerned Military Department identifies an authority and determines gift acceptance is permissible.b.  Sponsors may reimburse the government or cover costs for performance venues and support services (e.g., union lighting, audio, and stage handlers) associated with a military musical unit’s performance that aligns with DoD’s outreach activities, missions, and requirements prescribed in this volume or the current DoD Strategic Public Affairs Outreach Plan.  Such reimbursements or expense coverage is not deemed a gift and is not governed by Volume 12 of the DoD Financial Management Regulation.c.  Refer to the current Joint Travel Regulation for guidance on temporary duty travel allowances and reimbursable official travel expenses.  This regulation may be a guide when an event sponsor agrees to reimburse the government for travel expenses, provided legal counsel determines reimbursement is permissible.
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DoDD 5122.05, “Assistant to the Secretary of Defense For Public Affairs”
 DoD Instruction 5410.19, Volume 1, “DoD Community Outreach Activities:  


Policy Overview and Evaluation Procedures,”


 DoD Instruction 5410.19, Volume 2, “DoD Community Outreach Activities:  
OSD Outreach Programs, Speaking Engagement Programs, and Support to 
Non-DoD Organizations,”


 DoD Instruction 5410.19, Volume 3, “DoD Community Outreach:  Honors to 
National Symbols; Annual Patriotic and Military Observances,”


 DoD Instruction 5410.19, Volume 4, “DoD Community Outreach:  Ceremonial and 
Aerial Demonstration Support,”


Helpful References: 
 Guidelines about the use of DoD seals, logos, insignia, and service medals


www.defense.gov/Resources/trademarks
 Public Use Notice of Limitations


www.dimoc.mil/resources/limitations.html



Presenter

Presentation Notes

THE MAIN IMPLEMENTING ISSUANCE is DoDI 5410.19, One of the most important items in this issuance is a Worksheet to triage requests for military support.  Intent is anyone (from unit to field, to MACOM/MAJCOM to HQ can follow and should reach same conclusion on unique request.DoDD 5535.09, DoD Branding and Trademark Licensing Program  (as authorized by section 2260 of Branding and trademark licensing:  DoDI 5535.12, “DoD Branding and Trademark Licensing Program Implementation”
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DoDI 5410.19-V1:
Community outreach activities implemented by DoD Components will:


1. Increase public awareness, trust, and understanding of the DoD and the Military Departments, 
including their missions, activities, policies, and requirements.


2. Inspire patriotism through observance of the traditions of the Military Departments and the 
examples set by Service personnel.


3. Preserve new and enduring overseas relationships with allies, coalition, and multi-national 
partners.


4. Maintain a reputation as a good neighbor within communities at home and abroad, as well as a 
respected and professional organization charged with the responsibility of national security. 


5. Support the personnel recruiting and retention programs of the Military Departments.


6. Engage, educate, and empower the public, at home and abroad, to support the DoD and 
Service members worldwide.
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2.1.j. Oversees the development of the annual DoD Public Affairs Community 
Engagement Plan that consolidates the goals of the Military Departments and 
CCMDs, identifies key events and observances that support a broad DoD 
outreach mission, and establishes overall outreach measurements for the DoD 
Components to determine their return on investment on community outreach 
efforts


DE
LI


VE
RA


BL
E


Common Interest to 
the Community


Return on 
Investment Recruiting Efforts


Controversial & 
Ideological Events
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RESTRICTIONS, REQUIREMENTS, 
AND ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS


1. Restricted Admission
2. Restricted Membership
3. Restricted Access to Organizational Data


Community outreach support of events sponsored by 
organizations whose constitution, bylaws, membership 


qualifications, or ritual are withheld from the public are not 
authorized.


4. Civilian Visitors Interaction with Military 
Equipment


5. Surprise Welcome Homecomings and 
Similar Events


6. Demeaning or Menial Use of DoD 
Personnel


7. Voluntary Support: Official versus 
Unofficial Capacity 


8. Incidental Participation
9. Participation in Partisan Political Activities 
10. Fundraising Events
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5.1. FUNDING SOURCES.
DoD and Military Services do not have separate operations and maintenance (O&M) accounts dedicated to all 
community outreach activities. Community outreach requirements funded in Military Department O&M appropriation 
accounts are budgeted for in-line items that also support numerous non-community outreach activities. PAOs are always 
subject to applicable financial management policy concerning funding sources. When in doubt, PAOs should consult 
with supporting legal counsel and financial managers to obtain required approval before obligating funds.


Gifts


…When an event sponsor offers and the appropriate authority accepts a gift for a ceremonial unit to perform, 
DoD Components may spend O&M funds to support a community outreach activity. However, DoD 
Components must first consult their ethics counselor to ensure the gift and gift source is appropriate for DoD 
acceptance. The gift will be used to reimburse the DoD Component for the expenditure of O&M funds to 
support the authorized community outreach activity….


Bookmark:
5.2. O&M FUNDS.
5.3. UNSOLICITED GIFTS TO FUND MUSICAL UNITS.
5.4. GIFTS TO FUND NON-MUSICAL OUTREACH RESOURCES.
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The most common authorities and references 
that determine permissible support from or to 
various NFEs. 


DoDI 5410.19-V2, SECTION 3: SUPPORT FOR NFES


Support by the DoD
a) Logistical Support
b) Musical Support


Authorized Statutory NFE Support
a) Veteran Associations
b) National Military Associations
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Hybrid Special Events. 
Local PA and MWR officers will coordinate with each other before approving sporting events that are 
sponsored by an NFE and held on a military installation for the benefit of Service member morale when 
the event is broadcast nationally…


Centers of Influence
DoD will engage with influential entities or individuals to the extent they will serve as a means to reaching 
the DoD’s desired audience(s) or if there is a mutual benefit…


DoDI 5410.19-V2, SECTION 3: SUPPORT FOR NFES


Support for Other NFES.
a) For-Profit Businesses and Business Industry 


Organizations.
b) Sports Entities, Hybrid Special Event Sponsors, and 


Entertainment Media.
c) Centers of Influence
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13 Page Worksheet, can be a required document 
in the staffing packet, to determine eligibility for 
support. 
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Are the words 
“DEPARTMENT OF”


used on any portion of the 
graphic?


**YES
It is not a “LOGO,” it is an 


official DoD or  service 
SEAL. 


Can I use a graphic of the 
DoD or Military Service 


Seal?


NO
It is an official seal for use in 
an official capacity by DoD or 
DoD components ONLY. Any 
DoD graphic containing the 
words “DEPARTMENT OF” 


is an official SEAL with 
restricted internal 


Departmental use only.


NO
Therefore, it may be an 


EMBLEM, SYMBOL, CREST, 
or LOGO 


(also referred to as insignia).


Can I use a graphic of the 
emblem, symbol, crest, or 


logo?


MAYBE


It MAY be available for use 
with prior written approval by 
the respective Military Service.


*SERVICE SEALS
EMBLEM/
CREST


*There is no substitute for the Department of Defense Seal, and there is no 
optional graphic that represents the Department of Defense.
** The United States Coast Guard Seal is distinguished by the gold rope 
surrounding the anchors instead of the words “DEPARTMENT OF.”


SYMBOL/LOGO


EMBLEM/CREST



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Is this graphic a DoD/Military Service “Seal” or is it something else?
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SCENARIOS



Presenter

Presentation Notes

So that last slide is a perfect transition to some scenarios. Because we’ve been operating in this virtual, social distancing space as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic – the majority of our community outreach activities have come to a screeching halt.  So I don’t have a lot of recent examples – but there’s nothing new under the sun.  Some situations repeat themselves  year after year.Frequent requests can come from all directions – MilDeps, CCMDs, Embassies, NGOs, Commercial entities, even a Pentagon Arts exhibit program.
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

This was a conceptual rendering fay 2021 CocaCola 600 race at the Charlotte Motor Speedway.HINT:  The Services granted individual limited, one-time, royalty-free permissions for use of their emblems on pace trucks for the CC600.  See anything wrong with this picture?  Use of DoD seals, CO-BRANDINGThe pre-race stage rendering is not permissible as shown since Service SEALS, which are for official use only,  are displayed.  Additionally, similar co-branding was used in the past without permission to our dismay.  Thirdly,  the one-time, limited use permissions that I’ve seen state explicitly that “use of the marks are permitted provided there are no sponsors or 3rd party marks co-branded in any use.”  The attached rendering would violate that stipulation.What would be a possible compromise for this rendition?The one possible adjustment to comply with DoD policy is instead of using any of the Service insignia, NASCAR could have a huge banner in lieu of the seals that says “NASCAR or Coke 600 SALUTES OUR MILTARY SERVICE MEN AND WOMEN” Or NASCAR SALUTES/THANKS  MEMBERS OF THE ARMED SERVICESSee anything wrong with this picture?Use of DoD sealsUse of military as human buntingCharlotte Motor Speedway, May 23-27, 2019
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The Colonial Pageant & Ball is a debutante ball where “young 
women make their debut into society.” 


The participants and their escorts portray contemporaries that 
come out to honor the President and his First Lady, based on 
a story line which changes every year. The theme of this 
year’s event is A Tribute to the Patriots of the Revolutionary 
War. 


The Society charges its members and their escorts for tickets 
to attend the Colonial Pageant & Ball, which range from $35 
to $250 for various levels of access. This year, the Colonial 
Pageant & Ball are expected to have approximately 1000 
attendees.



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Veterans think they are entitled to use service seals for employment, entrepreneurial purposes. Not aware of the various legislation and laws that prohibit such use.
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Presenter

Presentation Notes

This photo is okay.
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Ms. Andrew Frazzano


 Public Affairs Policy Advisor
DoD Branding and Trademark Licensing Program 


Manager


Email: Andrew.w.frazzano.civ@mail.mil
Direct Office Line: 703-614-7958
**General Mailbox for trademark matters:  
osd.pentagon.pa.mbx.cpo-review@mail.mil
Reference Links:
https://www.defense.gov/Resources/Branding-and-Trademarks/ 
https://www.dimoc.mil/resources/limitations



Presenter

Presentation Notes
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The Questionnaire


What is it?


• Annual Ethics Program Report Card
• Due Feb 1 of each calendar year.
• Covers ethics program and compliance data for the 


preceding calendar year.


• Reflects your effectiveness as an ethics official 
and program manager.
• Goes to your DAEO Agency Head.
• Published on OGE website.


UNCLASSIFIED 2







The Questionnaire


Reporting Accurate Data


• Standard processes and tracking systems makes 
completion a breeze.
• Look at prior year questions and use to ensure you 


have mechanisms to track required data.
• Leverage/set up tracking mechanisms (filing system 


reports, LMS reports, spreadsheets, etc.)


• Establish relationships and get regular reports 
from responsible offices.
• Get buy in from leadership.
• Find ways to demonstrate benefit to your component.


UNCLASSIFIED 3







The Questionnaire


It’s not a bad thing…


• Accept that  you will find issues.
• Use findings to improve your program.
• Use data to demonstrate value added.
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Surviving Program Reviews 


& 


Assist Visits
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Program Reviews & Assist Visits


Purpose


Identify and report on the strengths and 
weaknesses of an ethics program by evaluating:
• Compliance with ethics statutes, regulations, 


and policies; and
• Ethics-related systems, processes, and 


procedures in place for administering the 
ethics program. 
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Program Reviews & Assist Visits


Elements Evaluated


• Program Administration
• Financial Disclosure
• Education & Training
• Advice & Counsel
• Agency-specific Ethics Requrements
• Conflict Remedies
• Enforcement
• Special Government Employee Ethics Requirements
• 1353 Travel
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Program Reviews & Assist Visits


Best Practices


• Point out any program improvements or agency best 
practices to reviewers.


• Be proactive!
• If you have a program issue, be prepared with a 


solution and corrective action plan up front.
• Findings (and the need to correct them) can be a catalyst 


for leadership support to your ethics office/program.
• DAEO programs can request SOCO assistance with specific 


questions/issues resulting from OGE review.
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OGE Program Reviews


Types


• Plenary Review (most common)
• Typically every 2-3 years
• In-depth narrative assessing entire program


• Inspection
• Streamlined
• Results based
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OGE Program Reviews


Process
• Data Gathering Phase – OGE requests data 


approximately 60 days in advance of site visit.
• Onsite Visit


• Meet w/ DAEO/ADAEO/ECs, OIG & HR
• Review financial disclosure reports/program
• Exit brief with preliminary findings


• Reporting Phase – Draft shared with agency for 
comment prior to finalization.


• Follow-up – EC responds in writing to any 
recommendations. OGE will follow up within 6 
months if additional action required.
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Types


• DAEO Ethics Program Assist Visit 
• Typically every 2-3 years
• In-depth narrative assessing entire program
• Training for ECs and Senior Leadership


• JCS Staff Assist Visit (or similar)
• Targeted ethics compliance
• Goes beyond ethics compliance


Program Assist Visits
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Process


• Data Gathering Phase – DAEO/HLR requests 
data in advance of site visit.


• Onsite Visit 
• Meet w/ DDAEO/ECs & Senior Leadership
• Review financial disclosure reports/program
• Exit brief with preliminary findings


• Reporting Phase – Draft shared with agency for 
comment prior to finalization.


• Follow-up – EC responds in writing to any 
recommendations.  DAEO/HLR will follow up.


Program Assist Visits
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SOCO PAVs


• Try to coordinate with SAV schedule to minimize 
disruption.


• DoD senior leadership expects SOCO to meet 
with DDAEO senior leaders (e.g., COCOM 
Commander & Deputy) and report back.


• We try to notify by February of each year. 


Program Assist Visits
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Program Assist Visits


Additional Purpose


• Really is to ASSIST you!
• Let reviewers know where you need help.
• Share tools and best practices with reviewers 


so they can be shared across the DAEO 
agency or DoD writ large.


• Findings (and the need to correct them) are 
shared with DoD senior leadership.
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If you have questions regarding  the material 
in this presentation,  please contact the DoD 
Standards  of Conduct Office:


•Comm: (703) 695-3422
•E-mail: osd.soco@mail.mil 
(Subject: Agency Questionnaires & Program Reviews)


QUESTIONS?
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Topics


• Purpose


• Process


• Available Resources
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Section 847
The National Defense Authorization Act of 2008, Public Law 110-181, section 
847, https://www.fdm.army.mil/PM_Reference_Docs/Section847.pdf:
• Requires that certain former “covered DoD officials” receive a written post-


government employment (PGE) opinion prior to accepting compensation 
from any DoD contractor.  



https://www.fdm.army.mil/PM_Reference_Docs/Section847.pdf
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Section 847
The National Defense Authorization Act of 2008, Public Law 110-181, section 
847, https://www.fdm.army.mil/PM_Reference_Docs/Section847.pdf:
• Requires that certain former “covered DoD officials” receive a written post-


government employment (PGE) opinion prior to accepting compensation 
from any DoD contractor.  


• Requires that ethics counselors issue the PGE opinion no later than 30 
days from receiving a complete request.  



https://www.fdm.army.mil/PM_Reference_Docs/Section847.pdf
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Section 847
The National Defense Authorization Act of 2008, Public Law 110-181, section 
847, https://www.fdm.army.mil/PM_Reference_Docs/Section847.pdf:
• Requires that certain former “covered DoD officials” receive a written post-


government employment (PGE) opinion prior to accepting compensation 
from any DoD contractor.  


• Requires that ethics counselors issue the PGE opinion no later than 30 
days from receiving a complete request.  


• Applies to any former DoD official who participated personally and 
substantially in an acquisition with a value in excess of $10M and who 
serves or served in:
(a) an Executive Schedule position;
(b) a Senior Executive Service position;
(c) a general or flag officer position; or
(d) in the position of program manager, deputy program manager, procuring 


contracting officer, administrative contracting officer, source selection 
authority, member of the source selection evaluation board, or chief of a 
financial or technical evaluation.



https://www.fdm.army.mil/PM_Reference_Docs/Section847.pdf
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Section 847
• The DoD Standards of Conduct Office issued an opinion to clarify 


that a “covered DoD official” must have participated in the kinds of 
matters that trigger the application of Section 847 within the two-
year period prior to his or her departure from DoD. 


• Requires a central repository of the requests and the opinions, and 
retention for not less than 5 years from date opinion provided.


• Requires the DoD Inspector General (IG) review and report to 
Congress. 


• Use mandatory DoD-wide since 1 January 2012
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DOD IG Role


The OIG tracks 847 opinions and processing times for their report to Congress. 
They can VIEW all requests/opinions/documents within the application.


Paragraph (b)(2) of Section 847 of the National Defense Authorization Act for FY 
2008, Public Law 110-181: "The Inspector General of the Department of Defense shall 
conduct periodic reviews to ensure that written opinions are being provided and retained in 
accordance with the requirements of this section. The first such review shall be conducted no 
later than two years after the date of the enactment of this Act." 
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DOD Contractor Role


Many DoD Contractors are requesting a potential employee obtain 
written PGE advice prior to formalizing an offer whether or not they meet 
the requirements of Section 847.


Paragraph (a)(4) of Section 847 of the National Defense Authorization Act 
for FY 2008, Public Law 110-181: A Department of Defense contractor may 
not knowingly provide compensation to a former Department of Defense 
official described in subsection (c) within two years after such former 
official leaves service in the Department of Defense, without first 
determining that the former official has sought and received (or has not 
received after 30 days of seeking) a written opinion from the appropriate 
ethics counselor regarding the applicability of post-employment restrictions 
to the activities that the former official is expected to undertake on behalf of 
the contractor.
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• How do I know if the employer is a defense contractor?


9


DoD Contractor Role
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Decision Matrix from a Requestor’s Perspective


1.  Am I going to work for a DOD Contractor within 2 years after leaving DoD?


2.  Did I participate in an acquisition (contract) over $10M within 2 years of leaving 
DoD?


3. Am I now (for current employees) or when I left DoD was I in 
(a) an Executive Schedule position; or
(b) a Senior Executive Service position; or
(c) a general or flag officer position; or
(d) the position of program manager, deputy program manager, procuring 


contracting officer, administrative contracting officer, source selection authority, 
member of the source selection evaluation board, or chief of a financial or technical 
evaluation?


No


Submit a request online: https://www.fdm.army.mil/AGEAR


Yes


STOP


No Section 847 
opinion required; 
however, you may 
need other PGE 


advice.


Yes


Yes


No


No


STOP
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Ethics Officials “Section 847” Special Processing 
Evaluation Matrix 


1.  Is the (former) employee going to work for a DOD Contractor within 2 years after leaving 
DoD?


2.  Did (s)he participate in an acquisition (contract) over $10M within 2 years of 
leaving DoD?


3. Is (s)he now (or within the last 2 years for current employees) or within the last 2 years 
before (s)he left DoD was (s)he in 


(a) an Executive Schedule position; or
(b) a Senior Executive Service position; or
(c) a general or flag officer position; or
(d) the position of program manager, deputy program manager, procuring contracting 
officer, administrative contracting officer, source selection authority, member of the source 
selection evaluation board, or chief of a financial or technical evaluation?


No


Request requires Section 847 special online handling within AGEAR. See the Ethics 
Counselors’ AGEAR Quick Start: 
https://www.fdm.army.mil/PM_Reference_Docs/EOQuickStart.doc. 


Yes


No Section 847 opinion 
required; click “Reject” 
in AGEAR.  Note: You 
may need to prepare 


other PGE advice and 
process that normally.


Yes


Yes


No


No


STOP
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AGEAR Process Overview
• The departing or former DoD employee requests an opinion at 
https://www.fdm.army.mil/AGEAR to provide employment-related 
information.



https://www.fdm.army.mil/AGEAR
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AGEAR Log-In Page
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AGEAR Employee Home Page
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https://www.fdm.army.mil/PM_Reference_Docs/DDForm2945.pdf


DD Form 2945
Post-Government Employment Advice Opinion Request


AGEAR incorporates DD Form 2945 Opinion Questionnaire in a web form 
to standardize data collection.



https://www.fdm.army.mil/PM_Reference_Docs/DDForm2945.pdf
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AGEAR Process Overview
• The departing or former DoD employee requests an opinion at 
https://www.fdm.army.mil/AGEAR to provide employment-related 
information.


• Upon receipt, AGEAR assigns the request to the DAEO AGEAR Manager, 
who assigns the request to an Ethics Official (EO), who must be in an FDM 
EC position. 



https://www.fdm.army.mil/AGEAR
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AGEAR Process Overview
• The departing or former DoD employee requests an opinion at 
https://www.fdm.army.mil/AGEAR to provide employment-related 
information.


• Upon receipt, AGEAR assigns the request to the DAEO AGEAR Manager, 
who assigns the request to an Ethics Official (EO), who must be in an FDM 
EC position. 


• EO accesses https://www.fdm.army.mil/AGEAREO to determine whether a 
Section 847 opinion is, in fact, required.
• If so, the EO provides an advisory opinion; 
• If not, EO rejects request and notifies the requestor that an opinion is not 


required.  



https://www.fdm.army.mil/AGEAR

https://www.fdm.army.mil/AGEAREO
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AGEAR Ethics Official Home Page
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• EOs assigned an AGEAR request must 
initially “accept” the request and then take 
one of the following actions within 5 
business days of assignment:
– Forward
– Reject
– Request More Info
– Start 30-Day Clock


19


Step-by-Step
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• EOs assigned an AGEAR request must 
initially “accept” the request and then take 
one of the following actions within 5 
business days of assignment:
– Forward
– Reject


• And then provide a routine PGE opinion
– Request More Info
– Start 30-Day Clock


20


Step-by-Step
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• Reject if the requestor has not served in one of the following positions 
within the 2-year period prior to departure from DoD:


a) Executive Schedule, SES, or GO/FO who participated 
personally and substantially in an acquisition valued in excess of $10 
million; OR


b) Program manager or deputy program manager for an 
acquisition program; procuring contracting officer; administrative 
contracting officer; source selection authority; member of the source 
selection evaluation board; or chief of a financial or technical evaluation 
team for a contract in excess of $10 million AND


Has a tentative offer of employment or compensation from a 
defense contractor to perform specific duties for that contractor within 2 
years of leaving DoD.


21


Step-by-Step
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• Reject if the requestor is not seeking compensation from a DoD 
contractor.


22


Step-by-Step
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• EOs assigned an AGEAR request must 
initially “accept” the request and then take 
one of the following actions within 5 
business days of assignment:
– Forward
– Reject
– Request More Info
– Start 30-Day Clock


23


Step-by-Step
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• Request More Info: Employee provides 
insufficient information regarding –


– Contracts over $10M they were involved in
– Potential duties at DoD contractor
– Scope of “program manager” duties
– Scope of past or current official duties 


24


Step-by-Step
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• EOs assigned an AGEAR request must 
initially “accept” the request and then take 
one of the following actions within 5 
business days of assignment:
– Forward
– Reject
– Request More Info
– Start 30-Day Clock


25


Step-by-Step
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• Start 30-Day Clock


– Don’t click if request is not “complete”
– Do Click as soon as request is complete –


don’t delay to avoid triggering 30 day clock
– Click “Prepare Opinion” to use SOCO template
– Click “Attachments” to upload opinion
– Click “Send Opinion and Close.” 


26


Step-by-Step
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AGEAR Process Overview
• The departing or former DoD employee requests an opinion at 
https://www.fdm.army.mil/AGEAR to provide employment-related 
information.


• Upon receipt, AGEAR assigns the request to the DAEO AGEAR Manager, 
who assigns the request to an Ethics Official (EO), who must be in an FDM 
EC position. 


• EO accesses https://www.fdm.army.mil/AGEAREO to determine whether a 
Section 847 opinion is, in fact, required.
• If so, the EO provides an advisory opinion; 
• If not, EO rejects request and notifies the requestor that an opinion is not 


required.  
• AGEAR offers the SOCO PGE template to draft the opinion.



https://www.fdm.army.mil/AGEAR

https://www.fdm.army.mil/AGEAREO
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AGEAR Process Overview
• The departing or former DoD employee requests an opinion at 
https://www.fdm.army.mil/AGEAR to provide employment-related 
information.


• Upon receipt, AGEAR assigns the request to the DAEO AGEAR Manager, 
who assigns the request to an Ethics Official (EO), who must be in an FDM 
EC position. 


• EO accesses https://www.fdm.army.mil/AGEAREO to determine whether a 
Section 847 opinion is, in fact, required.
• If so, the EO provides an advisory opinion; 
• If not, EO rejects request and notifies the requestor that an opinion is not 


required.  
• AGEAR offers the SOCO PGE template to draft the opinion.
• The EO attaches the opinion in AGEAR and notifies the requestor.  



https://www.fdm.army.mil/AGEAR

https://www.fdm.army.mil/AGEAREO
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AGEAR Process Overview
• The departing or former DoD employee requests an opinion at 
https://www.fdm.army.mil/AGEAR to provide employment-related 
information.


• Upon receipt, AGEAR assigns the request to the DAEO AGEAR Manager, 
who assigns the request to an Ethics Official (EO), who must be in an FDM 
EC position. 


• EO accesses https://www.fdm.army.mil/AGEAREO to determine whether a 
Section 847 opinion is, in fact, required.
• If so, the EO provides an advisory opinion; 
• If not, EO rejects request and notifies the requestor that an opinion is not 


required.  
• AGEAR offers the SOCO PGE template to draft the opinion.
• The EO attaches the opinion in AGEAR and notifies the requestor.  
• The EO must “Send Opinion and Close” to finish the action.



https://www.fdm.army.mil/AGEAR

https://www.fdm.army.mil/AGEAREO
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AGEAR Process Overview
• The departing or former DoD employee requests an opinion at 
https://www.fdm.army.mil/AGEAR to provide employment-related 
information.


• Upon receipt, AGEAR assigns the request to the DAEO AGEAR Manager, 
who assigns the request to an Ethics Official (EO), who must be in an FDM 
EC position. 


• EO accesses https://www.fdm.army.mil/AGEAREO to determine whether a 
Section 847 opinion is, in fact, required.
• If so, the EO provides an advisory opinion; 
• If not, EO rejects request and notifies the requestor that an opinion is not 


required.  
• AGEAR offers the SOCO PGE template to draft the opinion.
• The EO attaches the opinion in AGEAR and notifies the requestor.  
• The EO must “Send Opinion and Close” to finish the action.
• All requests and opinions provided are electronically stored for five years.
• Ethics Counselors AGEAR Quick Start: 
https://www.fdm.army.mil/PM_Reference_Docs/EOQuickStart.doc



https://www.fdm.army.mil/AGEAR

https://www.fdm.army.mil/AGEAREO

https://www.fdm.army.mil/PM_Reference_Docs/EOQuickStart.doc
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Best Practices


KNOW whether an opinion should be processed within AGEAR.


CLICK the “Request More Info” button if the request is incomplete.  
Carefully review request details; contact employee if additional 
information is needed, note details of contact w/employee in 
AGEAR at “Audit Events” tab.


REJECT if the request doesn’t meet 847 requirements - notify 
employee and provide routine PGE advice, if necessary, outside of 
AGEAR.


DON’T click the “Start 30 Day Clock” button until you have 
everything you need to prepare the opinion.
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References


Links to AGEAR on the FDM Home Page


Employee Site: https://www.fdm.army.mil/AGEAR
(Public, no login required)


Attorney Site: https://www.fdm.army.mil/AGEAREO
Restricted to EOs, login required



https://www.fdm.army.mil/AGEAR

https://www.fdm.army.mil/AGEAREO
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TOPICS


Tracking Personnel: 
• Civilian & Military Personnel


Deadlines:
• Initial and Annual Training Requirements
• Financial Disclosure Reports
• 31 U.S.C. § 1353 – OGE Reporting


Data on Financial Disclosure Reports:
• Templates
• OGE 450 & 278 Initial Reviews
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Personnel 


Non-Filers: 
Civilian and Military personnel not required to 
file a financial disclosure reports.


Confidential & Public Financial Disclosure Filers:
Civilian and Military personnel required to 
file a Confidential Financial Disclosure report 
(OGE 450) or a Public Financial Disclosure 
report (OGE 278).
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Personnel Tips


THINGS TO CONSIDER!


• Who are the Human Resources POCs within your 
organization? 


• What is the procedure for in/out processing 
personnel within your organization? 


• How are filers currently identified within your 
organization? 
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Personnel 


KNOW THE PLAYERS!


This will assist you in identifying New 
Entrant filers and filers transferring to your 
agency!
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Personnel 


PLAYERS!
• Human Resources Directorate/Division


• Civilian Human Resources POC
• Senior Executive Services Personnel POC
• GS & Other Pay Bands POC


• Military Human Resources POC
• GO/FO POC
• Enlisted POC
• Officer POC
• Reservist/National Guard POC
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Personnel 


PLAYERS!


• Command/Directorates/Divisions CoS
• Administrative Officer/ POC IAW DoD Joint 


Ethics Regulation, DoD 5500.07R §§1-404 and 
1-414 (JER), 
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Personnel 


Human Resources Data:


• Military Personnel Report (MILPERS)
• Business Objects Enterprise Reporting Service   


(BOERS) Report
• Fourth Estate Manpower Tracking System 


(FMTS) Report
• Entry on Duty (EOD) notifications 
• Position Descriptions
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Personnel 


IDENTIFYING FILERS


• 5 CFR § 2634.202, Public filer defined.
• 5 CFR § 2634.904, Confidential filer defined.
• Optional Form 8, Position Description.
• OGE 450 Filing Determination Worksheet is 


designed to assist supervisors in determining 
whether personnel should file a Confidential 
Financial Disclosure Report (OGE Form 450).
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Personnel 


IDENTIFYING FILERS
• SES/SL (or equivalent), Flag/General Officer, 


political appointee, HQE, IPA, or part-time 
employee do not need to complete the OGE 450 
Filing Determination Worksheet. 


• For all other appointments, if their positon 
description does not state that they are required to 
file a Confidential Financial Disclosure OGE 450 
report, have their supervisor complete the OGE 450 
Filing Determination Worksheet. 
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Personnel 


FILER CATEGORIES
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Personnel 


FILER CATEGORIES
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Deadlines


Ethics Training Deadlines: 


• Initial Ethics Training Deadline: New employees must 
complete initial ethics training within 90 days of 
appointment.  5 CFR § 2638.304(b).


• Annual Ethics for Financial Disclosure Filers:  Per 
SECDEF Memorandum, must be completed by 30 
November. 


• This provides ECs time to escalate and obtain compliance 
prior to the 31 December regulatory deadline. 5 CFR § §
2638.307(b), 2638.308(b).
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TIPS 


Annual Ethics Training – 450/278 filers
• Training: 


• Live: IAW SECDEF and OGE policies training is 
leader led/values based.


• Online: Best practice is to making online training 
available AFTER ALL live training sessions are 
completed. 


• All training must be completed NLT November 
30th.


• Provide Senior Leadership with list of names of 
those who did not complete training. 
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Deadlines


Confidential Financial Disclosure Deadlines:


OGE 450 New Entrant Report:
An individual must file a report within 30 days of 
assuming the duties of a position covered by the 
public filing requirements. A report is not required if 
service is expected to last no more than 60 days in 
a calendar year or if the individual is transferring 
from one covered position to another without a 
break in service of more than 30 days.
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Deadlines


Confidential Financial Disclosure Deadlines:


OGE 450 Annual (or Incumbent) Report:
An individual who served more than 60 days in a 


position covered by the public filing requirements 
during a calendar year must file a report no later 
than February 15th of the following year. If the 15th 
falls on a weekend or holiday, the due date is the 
next workday.
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Deadlines


Public Financial Disclosure Deadlines:


OGE 278 New Entrant Report:
An individual must file a report within 30 days of 
assuming the duties of a position covered by the 
public filing requirements.


OGE 278 Annual (or Incumbent) Report: An 
individual who served more than 60 days in a 
position covered by the public filing requirements 
during a calendar year must file a report no later 
than May 15th of the following year.
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Deadlines


Public Financial Disclosure Deadlines:


OGE 278 Annual/Termination Report:
Employees who anticipate leaving a covered 
position on or within 90 days after the May 15 
annual deadline may file a combined 
Annual/Termination report if they request and 
receive an agency extension of the annual filing 
deadline.
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Deadlines


Public Financial Disclosure Deadlines:


OGE 278 Termination Report:
An individual must file a report within 30 days of 
leaving a position covered by the public filing 
requirements. A report is not required if the 
individual served no more than 60 days in a 
calendar year or if the individual is transferring from 
one covered position to another without a break in 
service of more than 30 days.
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Deadlines


Public Financial Disclosure Deadlines:


OGE 278-T Periodic Transaction Report:
An individual who serves in a position covered by 
the public filing requirements must file a report 
within 30 days of receiving notification of a covered 
transaction, but not later than 45 days after the 
transaction. A report is not required ifservice is 
expected to last no more than 60 days.
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Deadlines: Tips & Tricks 


Preparing for Annual filing seasons


• The Annual Scrub!
• JER 7-301 – Action Officers (AOs) provide updated lists to 


component DAEO or designee
• September/October of each year


• Update FDM org unit (filer/supervisor) data.
• Update Integrity org group (filer/supervisor) data.
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31 U.S.C. § 1353 
Reporting Payments to OGE


• REMINDER: 31 U.S.C. § 1353 – Is the authority to accept 
unsolicited gifts of travel, meals, lodging and/or registration fees 
on behalf of the agency.  


• This code requires that:  The head of each agency of the 
executive branch shall, in the manner provided in paragraph (2), 
submit to the Director of the Office of Government Ethics reports 
of payments of more than $250 accepted under this section with 
respect to employees of the agency. 


• The payments are to be reported twice a year as follows:
• October 1 – March 31: reported NLT May 31st. 
• April 1 – September 30: reported NLT November 30th. 
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31 U.S.C. § 1353 
Reporting Payments to OGE


• The SF 326 or the OGE Excel Form 1353 can be used to report 
payments accepted on behalf of the agency that are over $250.  


• If you are reporting up to OSD; we require you submit on the 
Excel version.  


• All travel within your agency is to be on one report.  
• If there is nothing to report your agency is required to provide 


a negative report
• BEST TIP – Keep a running log on the Excel version, as the 


requests come in; update any amounts after the seven business 
days
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Data on Financial 
Disclosure Reports


Standards of Conduct Office
Office of General Counsel


Department of Defense


2022
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Data: Tips & Tricks 


• Rollout the filing seasons
• 450 notification – January of each year
• 278 notification – March of each year


• Can do earlier – this avoids overlap with 450 season for orgs with 
large filer populations.


• Keeping track – Key to Success!
• 60 days to certify from date of submission


• If no amendments - certify!
• End Initial Review – Tolls 60 days, but ONLY when additional 


information or amendment is needed
• Run Management Reports in electronic filing system 


• Supervisory review                                                                                    
(should occur within two weeks from submission)


• Report ready for final review and certification 
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Data: Tips & Tricks


Templates!


• Canned language for FDM and Integrity
• New Entrant/Annual/Termination Reports


• Inquiries to filers
• 450
• 278


• Notifications to filers and supervisors
• Reminder notifications 


• Two bites of the apple then escalate. 
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OGE 450 & 278
Initial Reviews


DoD Standards of Conduct Office
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Data: Tips & Tricks


Conflict Analysis New Entrant Reports


In-depth overview/potential conflicts
• Former employer/retirement plans
• Spouse employer/retirement plans
• Holdings
• Outside positions


Identify prohibited sources
• FY 2021 DoD Vendors with Contracts of 


$25K
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Data: Tips & Tricks


Conflict Analysis Annual Reports 


Highlight changes/potential conflicts
• Former employer/retirement plans
• Spousal employer/retirement plan


Identify prohibited sources
• FY 2021 DoD Vendors with Contracts of 


$25K
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OGE 450 Initial Reviews


DoD Standards of Conduct Office
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Data: Tips & Tricks


OGE 450 New Entrant Initial Reviews


Filers required to disclose assets/income 
spouse/dependent child information. 


“Nothing to Report?” - Oversight or properly omitted?


Does filer/spouse continue to hold retirement 
plans sponsored by former employers (what are 
the underlying assets)?


What is the “Agreement” (for filer) with former employer
Does former employer continue to contribute to plan?
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OGE 278 Initial Reviews


DoD Standards of Conduct Office
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Data: Tips & Tricks


OGE 278 New Entrant Initial Reviews
• Standard Inquiries


• Outside positions
• Agreements/Arrangements
• Assets/Income
• Liabilities
• Compensation
• Transactions (N/A on New Entrant; 


however, educate filer on requirements)
• Inquiries specific to filer’s NE report
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Data: Tips & Tricks


OGE 278 Key Reminders


• Annual Report Due Date – May 15th each year
• Reconcile OGE 278-T Reports & Part 7  


Transactions
• OGE 278-T Reports: Self-Assigned
• OGE 278-T Monthly Calendar Appointment


• Add New Entrants to monthly distro list
• OGE 278 Termination Reports


• Future employment Agreements/arrangements.
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• Comm: (703) 695-3422
• E-mail: osd.soco@mail.mil


(Subject: Managing Ethics Program)


QUESTIONS?


If you have questions 
regarding the material in 
this presentation, please 
contact the DoD Standards 
of Conduct Office:



mailto:osd.soco@mail.mil
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